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i¥bst:ract十一←Thispaper is the urst report of the れThe of Cenozoic 
Strata， Hokuriku C巴ntral フ乱ndis cunc己γnedwith the白uaternary of 
the Hokuriku 
This paper cunsIsts of three parts; the summary of th巴 study of the 
Quaternary strata wi th tl1巴 malnemIコhasi.son .Alluvial pea仁 1nthe area along the Japan 
Sea coast of the Ishikawa and Fukui Prefectur己5，Alluvial p己批 develops wid己ly. Th巴 most 
part of this area is occupied the Late 日nsand clune called unclεrN己w Sand Dun己フ
which is constracted on the Alluvial fan d巴 andthi" pe日t. The Early Alluvial marine 
deposits， the Alluvial deltaic deposits and thじ Alluvialfan are the basa! deposit of 
this peat， The relation of these 丘ndcorrelation among them are shown 
on Table 1. 
Secondlyラ the 01 this peat is stated in detiL Th己 original m抗日rialof the 
peat appears to be grass which had grown up on the Alluvial deposits. Alluvial peat， which 
is along th巴 coastand covered by the New Sancl includes the L旦teYayoian 
pottery of 8.bout 1，900 years befoτe tbe present in th巴 HokurikuRegion. The fact suggests 
that this p巴atwas rnade from grass the of the New Sand Dune in the Late 
to the writ日ピspoll巴n フ the elnd SpOl四G
were deterrnined ; 
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POLLEN GRAINS Pinus type， Larix type， Abies type， Tsug，αtype， Picea type， Podocaゆus
type， Cη'ptomeria type， Junzρerus type， Compositae type， Bidens type， 
Menyanthes type， Rhododendron type， MyrioPhyllum type， Oenothera 
type， Tilia type， llex type， Sapium type， Rubus type， 1¥TUjりhartype， 
Persicaria type， Zelkowa type， Ulmus type， Quercus type， Fagus type， 
Alnus type， Betulαtype， Caゆかzustype， Juglans type， Platycarya type， 
Salix type， Gagea type， Carex type， Gramineae type， Lenticu1apollenites 
type 
SPORE GRAINS Selaginella type， Bacillus type， Deltoidsporites type， Reniformsporites 
type， Subtriangu1arsporites type 
The Pa1eoclimate of this period， from the Late Jomon to Late Yayoi Age， was perhaps 
equa1 the r巴centclimate. The cause of the becoming of peat which are ana1ysed for the 
present study， isdistinctly the migration of Old Sand Dune in the end of Lat白 YayoiAge. 
Finally， the writer describes fossi1 poll巴nand spore grains of these districts. 
Introduction 
Our know1edg巴 ofth巴 pa1yno1ogica1study of the Japanese Is1ands has been much increased 
during the 1ast thirty years， and many important and va1uab1e facts have been brought to us. 
However， many important peats for the purpose of geo1ogy have stil b巴en1eft undescribed， 
although the distribution of them have a1ready been reported in many regions. 
This paper is the first report of the 伏Pa1yno1ogicalStudy of Cenozoic Strata， Hokuriku 
Region， Central Japan" and it is concerned principally with the movement of the strand 1ine 
in the Hokuriku Region during the Alluvial Epock. 
The Alluvial peat exposed along the coast of the Japan Sea in Ishikawa and Fukui 
Pref巴cturesof Centra1 Japan was already r巴ported回収Recentshifting of the coast line in 
the Hokuriku Region" by S. KOMAKI (1925) about thirty years ago. As many students 
reported on Alluvial peat from the viewpoint of topography， the distribution of this peat was 
clear from long years ago. From the viewpoint of the geologica1 and palynological studies 
this peat has been undescribed， although many various opinions have been expressed concerning 
the topographical study of th巴 sanddunes deve10ped wide1y along this coast. Among others， 
the studies of the following students gave me many important facts; G. SAITO (1932， 1949)， 
1. ISHII (1934， 1940-1941)， and S. FUKAI (1952， 1956， 1958， 1959). Above a1， the 1ate Dr， 
1. ISHII (1940-1941) summarized the recent movement of the Strand line of the Hokuriku 
Region. However， ther巴 arenot the stratigraphic and palynological studies on the above 
mention巴dpeat. The research of this peat will help the research of the recent movement of 
the strand lIne in this region. The research of this peat must be studi吋 fromthe viewpoint 
of geology， pa1eonto1ogy， archaeology and topography， that is to say， itis a "boundaryρroblemヘ
and is di伍cultto do. 
Since the writer began the biostratigraphic and paleontological studies of the pollen and 
spore grains from this peat， the writer himself collected numerous specimens and many 
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geo1ogists， topographers and archaeo1ogists sent various p巴atsbe10nging to th巴 Quaternary
from the Hokuriku Region to him. 
This paper is the result of the micropa1eonto1ogica1 study of the writer's collection which 
will be kept in the Institute of Geo1ogy， Kanazawa University. 
Although the re1ation between the movement of the strand 1ine and the archaeo1ogica1 data 
during the Alluvia1 Epock in the Hokuriku Region is known up to the present， the prob1em 
was omitted from this paper and will be pub1ished in the futur巴 asa separate study. 
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CHAPTER 1 
TOPOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY 
This area 1ies a10ng the coast of the Japan Sea in the Kaga District of Ishikawa Prefecture， 
and the northeastern part of Fukui Prefecture in the Hokuriku Region of Centra1 Japan. 
This extends about 80 km from northeast to southwest and 2 km from northwest to 
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50uth巴乱5t，about 160 sq. km. This area varies frOTll 0 m. to 20 m above sea.leve1. The 1Il0st 
part of thi8 area is occupiecl by the sanc1 clunes， which are constructed on Tetori River Fan 
cleposits in the Kaga Plain、日ndon the Pliocene fonnations. 
The sand dune which is named Uchinada国間kyuin this district is the highest and greatest 
sand dune， reaching about 50 m above sea.leve1. At th巴 mouthof Tetori River and its 
neighbourhood， thes巴 sanddunes are on a smaller scale than at the district detached from 
this mouth. 
The lak己s，Lake Kahoku， Lal記 Kitagataand three lakes which are nam巴dunder Enuma-
sanko at Enums-gun， lie on the inn巴1・sideof the sand dunes along th巴coastof the J apan Sea. 
1n this area、there日reTsubata River， Asano Riverフ SaiRiver噌 TetoriRiver and Daishoji 
River etc，. The longest river of thes巴 isTetori River， which produces the T巴toriFan on 
which is the town of Tsurugi. 
The Old Sand Dune was produc巴din front of the Neolithic Beach in the regressional 
period of Middle Jomon Age， and the New Sand Dun巴 wasproduced by the migration of 
Old Sand Dune which exposed widely along the beach， where was 300 to 500 m 0妊shore
from the present beach， over a1 the other districts in the region. The migration of Old Sand 
Dune is becaus 巴 of the transgression in the end of Late Yayoi Age. The t甘r乱nsgr 巴5路悶s託1011叫， 
howe凹ve白r司 iおs也n医d吋i呂討凶tinctwhi吋chof t山h巴 increase of s 巴a 
Sand Du叩mehad di凶st仕n出but札edwidely in front of tl出heSW3mp出nt仏heKoma引t日uStage of Late 
Yayoi Age， and the ancient had secured a sure m巴ansof living in the swa111py area in rear 
of the dune. The 1110st of Tetori F乱nwas produced in the regressional period from the 
Middl巴 Jomon to Late Yayoi Age. 
CHAPTER I 
S'fRA'fIGRAPIHC SUMMARY 
(Fig. 1， Table 1， Plates VII & V1nラ andChart 1) 
The following stratigraphic notes d巴scribe，each stratu111 and the general stratigraphic 
succession， giving bri巴foutlines of the stratigraphy of this area and of the correlation adopted 
in the present study. 
The Quaternary stratigraphy of this region has not been studied until the present writer 
began his investigations. 
The stratigraphic description of this region reported in the present study is divjded into 
th巴 followingfour districts as shown in Chart 1 : 
1. Kanazawa District in 1shikawa Prefecture 
2. Neagari District in 1shikawa Prefecture 
3. Hashidate District in Ishikawa Pref巴cture
4. Kitagata District in Fukui Prefecture. 
????
Review of the Stratigraphic Classi五cationof Quatεrnary of Kaga 
and North Echizen Districts in the Hokuriku 
Table 1 
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1. Kanazawa District in Ishikawa Prefecture 
(Fig. 1， Table 1， Plate VII and Chart 1) 
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Th巴 stratigraphicunits of this region under consideration are the Pliocene Ornma formation， 
the Plio-Pleistocene or Pleistocene Utatsuyama formation， the Pleistocene deposits and Holocene 
deposits in which are found Alluvial peat. 
The g巴neral stratigraphic succession in this district is generallized as shown in Table 1. 
The most of the data as shown in Table 1 have been obtained by the boring data and the 
present writer's survey in this district. The Pliocene Omma formation is distributed over 
an area of about 300 m under sea-level at the Japan Sea coast of this district. The distribution 
of this formation is known from the rock character appearing as dark bluish green coarse 
sandstone， and fossil shells. 
Although the Plio圃Pleistocen巴 orPleistocene Utatsuyama formation is distributed above the 
Omma formation， the relation between the Omma formation and the Utatsuyama formation 
is unknown in this area. 
The Pl巴istocenedeposits which are compos巴dof the gravel， the sand and thin clay laminae， 
is distributed over an area of about 40 m to about 100 m under sea-level as discovered by 
the boring data. Some thin peat laminae develop in the above mentioned deposit. In the 
Pleistocene deposits， the gravel lamina is found to be thicker than the other laminae. 
The Holocene deposits which are composed of clay， thin sand and gravel laminae， cover 
an area from about 40 m under sea-level to about 40 m above sea-level. The boundary 
between the Holocene and the Pleistocene deposits is the boundary between the clay or sandy 
clay of Holocene and the gravel of Pleistocene. The clay or sandy clay which developed on 
the Pleistocene gravel lamina， suggests the Neolithic transgression in the Holocene Epock. 
In this district， the succession of Holoc巴nedeposits is generallized as shown in the general 
stratigraphic succession table (Table 1)， that is to say， in Uchinada五eldthe Neolithic 
transgrassion is shown by the clay or sandy clay lamina at about 40 m under sea-level， and 
these lowermost laminae suggest the Hanawadai Stage of Jomon Age. The medium sand 
which develops on the above mentioned laminae contains marine shells， which suggest 
perhaps the Moroiso Stage of Jomon Age. This medium sand indicates the maximum of 
the Neolithic transgression， and the lower part of the Old Sand Dune on the medium sand 
suggests the regression in th巴 MiddleJomon Age. The Old Sand Dune was developed in 
front of the Neolithic beach， and it sugg 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一
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present shore 1ine， and it was 300 to 500 m offshore from the present beach. 1n Uchinada 
fie1d， the b1ack sand soi1 1amina isfound. on the Old Sand Dune， and it contains some 
potteries which be10ng somewhere between the Midd1e Jδmon to Late Yayoi Age. 
The Tetori Fan deposits which ∞ntains the grave1 1amina (10 to 20 m in thickness) and 
the 1ight b1uish gray clay 1amina (50 to 60 cm in thickness) is 10cated in the Kaga P1ain， 
in where the Old Sand Dune is not found. 
The peat 1aminae are deposited thems巴1veson the Tetori Fan， and contain some Late 
Yayoian potteries. The b1ack sandy soi1 1amina in Uchinada is corre1ated with the peat 
1amina on the Tetori Fan， and whi1e the sand of the Old Sand Dune was being deposited 
in Uchinada， at the same time in the southern area of the Kaga P1ain the Tetori Fan 
deposits were a1so been deposited. Although the peat 1amina is generally one 1amina of 
about 30 cm in thickness， itis divided into three or four thin 1aminae in Kurabe， Hamasogo， 
and Tokumitsu. The deposits between these peats ar巴 thesand of the New Sand Dune. 
The New Sand Dune which was main1y made in the end of Late Yayoi Age， is distributed 
over this district. 
This dune is made from a medium or fine sand， which is derived main1y from a b1ack 
shell and sandstone be10nging to the Tetori Group， the Miocene Andesite， the we1ded tu妊
and the terrace. Alluvia1 peat， which is exposed a10ng the Japan Sea coast and covered by 
the New Sand Dune， includes some Lat巴 Yayoianpotteries of about 1，900 years before the 
present in the Hokuriku Region. The fact suggests that this was made from grass for the 
migration of the New Sand Dune in the end of Late Yayoi Age. The New Sand Dune is 
th巴 highestdune of about 50 m high in Uchinada， and is about 20 m high in Kurabe. The 
above mentioned stratigraphic and pa1eogeographica1 notes are described as shown in Tab1e 1. 
According to the investigation of Professor 1cHIKAwA of the present writer's 1nstitute， the 
following diatoms are found in the peat from 10ca1ity no. 67 of Tokumitsu. 
Pinnularia sp. 
Stauroneisρhoenicenteron EHR. 
1n this district， many fossi1 erect stumps had been grown on the Tetori Fan in the 
regression period. The erect stumps had been covered by the sand for the migration of the 
New Sand Dune in the end of Late Yayoi Ag巴. According to the d巴terminationof Professor 
KISHIMA of Kyδto University and the presentwriter， these many fossi1 erect stumps are found 
as follows : 
Cinnamomum japonicum (loca1ity no. 12， Hamayasuhara) 
Zelkowa serrata (loca1ity no. 12， Hamayasuhara) 
Alnus ja.ρonic，α (loca1ity no. 12， Hamayasuhara) 




(loca1ity no. 14， Hamayasuhara) 
(loca1ity no. 18， Kurabe) 
(loca1ity no. 19， Kurabe) 
Alnus hirsta TUNCZ. var. sibirica (10ca1ity no. 25， Kurabe) 
Viburnum sp. (locality no. 41， Sogoshin) 
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CarρかlUSsp (locality no. 60， Tokumitsu) 
Aln.us hirsfa TUNCZ. var. sibirica (locality no. 67， Tokumitsu) 
Zelkowa serrata (locality日o.71ヲ Tokumitsu)
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The peat includes th日 rootor stem of Phragmites communis TRIN. and it does also th巴
seeds of }uglω1S mandschurica MAXIM. var. Sieboldiana MAKINO and Jl.1enyanthes trifohata 
LINNE. 
2. Neagari District in Ishikawa Prefecture 
(Fig. 1， Table 1 and Chart II) 
The stratigraphic classification of this district is shown on the correlation table (Table 1). 
1n this district， the N巴w Sand Dune is observ巴donly at some sea clifs which d巴velopealong 
the shore line. Th巴 peatlamina is developed themselves under th巴 NewSand Dune， and it 
is distributed over an area of about 1 to 2 m unc1er sea.level. 1n winter season some 
specim巴nsof peat are carried to the shore .line by wave and wind. The New Sand Dune is 
composed of medium or coarse sand， and th巴 Duneincluc1s thin gravel laminae in here and 
there， and it is distributed over an area of about 5 m at the highest conter from sea.level 
According to Professor ICHIKAwA， the peat (locality no. 85， Yoshiharakamaya) which is 
distributed over an area of 1 m under sea-level， includes many fossil diatoms as follows 
Cymbella cymbiformis (AGARDH & KUTZ.) v. HEURCK 
Eunotiaρectinalis (KUTZ.) RABENHORST 
Eunotia praerumta EHR 
Eunotia sp. 




The peat includes also many seec1s of Menyanthes trifoliata LINNE 
3. Hashidate District in Ishikawa Prefeciure 
(Fig. 1， Table 1， Chart III and Plate VII) 
The stratigraphic units of this district under consid巴rationare the Miocene Kasanomisaki 
tu妊aceoussandstone formation， the Uppermost Miocene or Lowermost Pliocene Amagozen 
formation， the Pleistocen巴c1epositsand the Holocene deposits. 
The general stratigraphic succession in this district is generallizec1 as shown in Table 1. 
According to KASENO & SAKAMOTO (1959) anc1 the present writer， the Kasanomisaki tuffaceous 
sandstone formation is distributed widely at Hashidate， Cap巴 Kasa，Kurosaki and Katano in 
Kaga City， and it is composed of tuffaceous sandstone and mudstone， which include some 











The Amagozen formation is distributed at the eastern sea clif of Cape Amagozen，旦ndit 
is composed of pumice-tuff， tuff旦ceous sandstone and mudstone， which includes some thin 
lignite beds. The stratigraphic re!ation between the Kasanomisaki tu妊aceoussandstone 
formation and the 巴nformation is indistinct in thi5五eld. Th白 Amagozenformation 
will belongs pel'haps to Plio-Miocen色 Theabov己 mentionedformations are covered 
Quaternary deposits， which is composed of gravel (30-55 cm thick)， sand in which is found 
shell and foraminifera (1 m thick)フ sand(50 cm gravel (20 cm thick)ヲ thin
peat (0-30cm thick)， th巴 Old Sand Dune (3.2 m thick) and th巴 NewSand Dune (1-3 m 
thick) in ascending order. 
The stratigraphic relation between Tertiary andむuaternarydeposits is a clear unconformity， 
and the lowermost gravel in Quaternary deposits 18 clearly base of Quaternary deposits， 
which are distribut巴dover an旦reaof 2 to 10 m abov巴 sea-level. The m紅白ef08siliferous 
deposit of mudy sand produced a small s巴aclif， and it 15 lmown under th巴 nameof 
"Hashidate shell bed". The deposit contains a rich foraminifera， mollusca， bryozoa， sponge-
spicul出品nd diatomso According to MIURA (1956) and the present writer， the fossil shells 
are shown as follow : 
Brachiopoda. Colうtothyris










These fossil shells且renow common in warmer sea than this beach， and they are perhaps 
similar shells， which are living in the shallow water of northwest of Fukui Prefecture. 
The deposit， in which include th巴sefossil shells suggests th巴 warmwater and the shallow 
W丘tercondition. The present writ巴rcan not described by the pres巴ntd丘tathat geological 
age of the sand lamina included fossil shellsラ belongedto which age of Pleistocene and 
Holocene. Thεgeological age of the coarSe sandヲ coarsesand aηd yellowish brown 
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sand piled on the above mentiol1ed salcl 1amina可 therefore，is inc1istinct in nuw. Lower sa11cl 
anc1 upper sancl are perhaps correlated with th巴 OlclSand DUlle ancl the New Salld Dune at 
Uchinacla fIelcl. The peat laminae 乱renot correlated with some peats in the other fie1cls. 
These pe乱tsare founcl to be olcler than the other peats， ancl will perhaps b巴10ngedto the 
Late Jomon Age. In Cape Amagozen， the Quaternary cleposits are piled on the Plio-Miocene 
Amagoz巴nformation. 
The stratigraphic succession of this locality is as shown in Table 1. The Alluvial peat 
lS cover巴clby the sancl of the New Sand Dune (about 30 cm thick)， which is founcl at 10 m 
above sea-l巴vel，ancl this peat is correlatecl with the oth巳rp日ats. 1n th巴Neolithictransgr巴SS1011，
the most of the Enuma Plain， 0 to 8 m above s巴a-level，was flooιled by a marine water， ancl 
the flood-marine water was shut by the Olcl Sanc1 Dune in the Midclle Jomon Age ancl th巴
New Sancl Dune in the Lat巴 Yayoi Age. The water shut by a beach sand dune proclucecl 
three lakes in Enumo-gun， that is tosay， these lakes are Lake Shibayarna， Lake Imae anc1 
Lake Kiba. The p巴atwhich is distributed at 10cality no. 97 of Hashic1ate， includes th巴 seec1
of Juglans mandschurica MAXIM. var. SieboldianαMAKINO 
4. Kitagata Di.strict iuFukui Prefecture 
(Fig. 1， Table 1， Ch乱rt1V， Figs. 1 & 2) 
The stratigraphic units of this district in Fukui Prefecture are the Pliocene (?) Bentenjima 
tuffaceous mudstone forl11ation， the P1eistocene deposits and the Holocene cleposits in which 
are founcl Alluvial peat. Th巴 generalstratigr叩bicsuccession in this clistrict is generallizecl 
as shown in Table 1. The Pliocene (?) Bentenjima formation composecl of tuffaceous 
m.uclstone in which is founcl fine sanclstone， is c1istributecl at Bentenjima， a northern cliff of 
Kento Hill of Kitaεatel Village in Fukui Pref日cture. This forl11ation is coverecl by the 
Quaternary basal grav巴1，that is to say， th巴 1・巴lationbetween two strata is distinctly the 
unconf orl11i ty.




∞arse sancl 1amina with thin g:ravel or cla.y lamina 
←一一一 conformity 
gravel lamina or coarse sanc1 lamina 
_. unconforl11i ty... . 
Pliocene (? ) formation 
The lowermost gravel lamin且 ofthe Pleistocene deposits are composec1 of andesit巳pebble
clerivecl frOl11 the Lower Miocene Anclesite， which is wiclely founc1 in the Hokuriku Region， 
ancl it is about 1 m in thiclmess. The coarse sand 1日minawith tbin gravel elncl clay laminae 
cover this gravel lamina， ancl these Pl巴istocenelal11ina巳 showthe monoclinal structure. 
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The upper limit of thεcoars巴 sandand cl旦ylamina is covered by the Alluvial peat and 
the sand of the New Sand Dune in thεrelation of unconformity 
The Holocene deposits are divided into two lamonae of the peat lamina and sand of the 
New Sand Dune. The peat lamina which covers th巴 Pleistocen巴 claylamina is thicker than 
the other laminae， itis 30 to 50 cm in thickness. This lamina is cover巴dby the sand which 
bεlongs to the New Sand Dune， which is correlated with the N巴w Sand Dune distributed in 
the othεr nelds. This S311d is medium sa11d， and it is is 1 to 5 m in thickness at M 'usunami 
and its neighbourhood， a11d is especially thick 
Th巴 P巴atwhich distributes on th巴 mediumsa11d or clay， i11cludes following fossil diatoms: 
Pinnularia 明 SMITH.
Pinnulαrza sp. 
The fossil erect stumps which had grown on the medium sand or clay， had been covered 
by the present peat， and according to Professor KISHIMA and the present writer， these erect 
stumps乱refound as follows . 
Zelkowa serratα(loca!ity 10. 102， Kentδzan) 
Caゆinussp. (locality no. 102， Kentδzan) 
Alnus jato叫ca(loca!ity no. 102， Kentoza日〉
The fossil leaf of Quercus glauca THUNB. is fOU11d from locality no. 101 at Kentozan 
CKento Hill)， and it is such as五g.3 of Plate VIIL 
1 km -
日 KAMIYAMADA STAGE C : KOMATSU STAGE 
Japan S曲
ぺ、¥
Fig. 1 Paleogeographical Maps of this Region i1 some Stages 
A The paleogeographical map in the Moroiso Stage of Early Jomon Age. 
B The paleogeographical map in the Kamiyamada Stage (Katsusaka Stage 
in the Kwanto Region) of Middle J凸monAge 
C Thc paleogeographical map in the Komatsu Stage of the巴ndof the Late 
Yayoi Age. 
K Kanazawa City， r¥S Asano River， S Sai River， T 0 Tetori River， 
OT : old Tetori River， Si Lake Shibayama， H ・Hashidate，Ke: rく~entÔ
Hill， N Neagari， To Tokumitsu 
・ topographyin rec巴nt
l豆三亘三三 landarea in each stage 
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The stratigraphic correlation in this region is shown in Table 1. 1n this correl乱tion，the 
Quaternary stratigraphic correlation is especially noted such as the following d巴scription
The relation of boundary between the foundation and Quaternary strata is found distinctly 
with a unconformity in al the area of this region. The Pleistocene deposits distributed 
on the border between Fukui and 1shikawa Prefectures. The Pleistocene deposits which 
distribute at Hashiclate ancl Kitagata flelcls， will perhaps belong to the Last Interglacial 
Stage of Pleistocene from the view point of a distributive height of above sealevel， a rock 
character and a fossil sh巴l1s. 1t is left for the stucly in the near future that the 
yellowish blue sancl， sancly gravel， ancl basal gravel laminae belong to which age of 
Pleistocene ancl Holocene. The basal gravel lamina which clistributes wiclely in Hashiclate 
District，おsc∞oコrreJ乱t旬e虻氏吋Eヒclwith th巴 ba回呂乱ι1gra引肝v氾d巴ella乱ι工m
was p戸)foclu山1凶S巴吋cli出nfront of Neolithic bコeach凶nt出h己 r白巴g伊r喝es呂lOna叫ι1pコ己臼r‘iocl()f Mi凶ピc1ωlc削品leJomon Age. 
The Alluvial peat lamina which clistribut己sover al the c1istricts belongs to the enc1 of Late 
Yayoi Age. 
The New Sanc1 Dune was producec1 the migration of the Old Sand Dune which exposed 
widely along the beach where was 300 to 500 m offshore from the present beach， over all 
the clistricts in this region. The migration of the Olc1 Sanc1 Dun巴 isbecause of the 
transgression in the巴nc1of Late Yayoi Age. 
CUAPTER III 
POLLEN ANALYSIS 
1. Locali.ties of the Samples 
(Charts 1， 2， 3 anc1 4) 
Fossil pollen ancl spore grains c1escribec1 anc1 illustratec1 in this paper have been col!ected 
from more than 110 loc日litiesover a perioc1 of two years from the summer of 1957 to the 
spring of 1959. Th巴seloca1ities cover almost the whole coast of the Kaga and Echizen 
Districts in the Hokuril王uRegionフ inwher巴 Alluvialpeat is distributec1 
1n the fo11owing clescription of the various loca1ities， the nrst numbers inc1icate the locations 
th巴mselvesanc1 they are numbered the same way 01 the c1iagrams anc1 the tables of pollen 
anc1 spore analyses. The Arabic五guresin parentheses， immecliately following the collection 
number， inc1icate the height above s巴a-level. For example， 97. (13m) inc1icates that 97 is 
the 11umber of the Jocality 01 the map ancl this point is 13 m above sea-level. 
As a1 the localities are found along the coast of the Japan the word "co日st" is 
omittec1 from the {ollowing description， 






lndex map showing location of the samples studied in Kanazawa 
District (This map is published by Geographical Survey of Japan) 
A district・目 0・・.......Chart 1. Kanazawa District 
B district.・九回日目・・ 2・Chart2. Neagari District 
C district ・H ・ ・...Chart 3. Hashidate District 
D district.... .....Chart 4. Kitagata District 
ノ
値...-
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2. (-1.85 m)， Nearly northeastern end of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
3. (-1.85 m)， Nearly northeast巴rnend of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
4. (-3.1 m)， About 80 m southwestward from the northeastern end of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa 
City， Ishikawa Prefectur巴.
5. (-3.05 m)， The center of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
6. (-3.3 m)， The center of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
7. (-3.5 m)， About 70 m northeastward from the southwestern end of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa 
City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
9. (ー 3.7m)， Nearly southwestern end of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
10. (-3.8 m)， The southwestern end of Kanaiwa， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
12. (0.3 m)， About 1，000 m westward from Hamayasuhara， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa 
Prefecture. 
13. (0.18 m)， About 350 m southwestward along the coast from 12， Utsugi， Kanazawa City， 
Ishikawa Prefecture. 
14. (0.3 m)， About 750 m northwestward of Utsugi， about 150 m southwestward of 13， 
Utsugi， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
15. (0.1 m)， About 800 m just westward of Utsugi， Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
16. (1 m)， 200 m southwestward from 15， about 200 m northward of the bench of triangu-
lation (17.9 m above sea.level)， about 500 m westward from Hamahatta， Matto， 
Ishikawa Prefecture. 
17. (0.5 m)， Nearly the northern巴ndof Kurabe， about 500 m northwestward of Kurabe， 
Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
18. (0.6 m)， About 100 m southwestward of Kurab巴， 100 m southwestern clif from 17， 
Kurabe， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
19. (1.55 m)， About 100 m southwestern out口opfrom 18， Kurabe， Matto， Ish~kawa Prefecture. 
20. (0.2， 0.4 m)， About 100 m southwestern outcrop from 19， there are two peat laminae， 
Kurabe， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
21. (0.35 m)， About 100 m southwestern outcrop from 20， the cone of Menyanthes trifoliata 
is found from this locality; Kurabe， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
22. (0.65， 0.80， 0.95， 1. 10m)， About 2，800 m southwestern outcrop from 21， just westward 
of Kurabe， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
23. (0.5， 0.65， 0.80， 1.05 m)， About 600 m southwestward of 22， four peat laminae are 
covered by the New Sand Dune， which is 1.5 m in thickness， Kurabe， Matto， Ishikawa 
Prefecture. 
24. (0.5， 0.60， 0.70， 0.80 m)， About 300 m southwestward of 23， four peat laminae， 
Kurabe， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
25. (0.55， 0.95， 1.45 m)， About 270 m southwestward of 24， there are three peat laminae， 
Kur 
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290 (1.75 m)ヲ 20 m southwestward of 28， Sogoshin， Mattoヲ Ishikawa Prefectur巴・
30. (1.4， l.52， 1.65 m)， southwestward of 29ラ IshikawaPrefecture. 
3l. (1.8ヲ 202m)， 20 m southwestward of 30， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
32. (1. 2 m)， 20 m southwestward of 31フMattoフ IshikawaPrefecturε. 
33. (1.3 m)， 20 m southwestward of 32フ Matto，Ishikawa Pref己cture.
34. (1.9， 2.1 m)， 20 m southwestward of 33， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
35. (2.1 m)， 20 m southwestward of 34， Ishikawa Prefectur・e
36. (2.3 m)ラ 20m southwestward of 35， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
37. .0 m)， 20 m southwestward of 36， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
38. (106 m)， 20 m southwestward of 37， Matto， Ishi泳ka'肌、明茂TaPr問efe巴ctu山lfε.
3却9.(α1.6 m)， 2加om s叩out出h"日陀?
40. (1.6 m)， 20 m southwestward of 39， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
41. (1.1 m)， 20 m southwestward of 40フ IshikawaPrefecture. 
42. (1. 6 m)， 20 m southwestward of 41ヲ Mattoラ IshikawaPrefecture. 
43‘ (0.6 m)， About 500 m westward of Hamasδgo， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
44. (0.6 m)フ 20m southwestw乱rdof 43， Hamasogo， Ishikawa Prefecture 
450 (0.3ヲ 0.5，0075 m)ヲ 20m southwestward of 44， Hamasogo， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
46. (0.51， 1.0 ， 20 m southwεstward of 45， Hamasδgo， Ishikawa Pref巴cture.
47. (005 m)， 20 m southwestward of 46フ日呂masogo， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
48. (1.4m)， 20 m southw巴stwardof 47， Ham乱sogo，Mattoフ IshikawaPrefecture. 
49. (1.0， 1.1 m)， 20 m southw巴stwardof 48， Ham旦 Mattoフ Ishikaw旦 Prdecture
50. (1.25 m)， 20 m southwestward of 49， Hamasδgo， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
51. (1.25 m)， 20 m southwestward of 50， Hamasδgo， Matto， Ishik丘waPrefecture. 
520 (008 m)， 20 m southwestward of 51， Hamasogo， Ishikawa Prefεctureo 
530 (1025 フ 20m southwestward of Hamasogo， Ishikawa Prefectur・E
54. (1.25 m)フ 20m southwestward of 53， Hamasδgoフ Matto，Ishikawa Prefectur巴.
55. (1.50 m)， 20 m southwestward of 54， Hamasogo， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
56. (1.70 m)， 20 m southwestward of 55， about 250m westward of the b巴nchof triangulation 
(10.1 m above呂田-level)ヲ northeasternmargin of Tokumitsu， MattoフIshikawaPrefecture. 
57. (1.8 m)， About 95 m southwestward of 56， Tokumitsu， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
58. (1. 7 mλAbout 5 m southwestward of 57， Tokumitsuヲ IshikawaPrefecture 
59. (2.0 m)フ 20m southwestward of 58， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishi 
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69. (2.9 m)， 10 m southwestward of 68， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishikawa Prefectur巴
70. (2.4 m)フ 10m southwestward of 69， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
71. (2.3 m)， 20 m southwestward of 70， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture 
72. (1.8 m)， 20 m southwestwarc1 of 71， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
73. (2.2 m)， 20 m southwestward of 72， Tokumi ts L1， M乱tto，Ishikawa Prefecture. 
74. (2.5 m)， 20 m southwestward of 73， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
75. (2.5 m)， About 50 m southwestward of the mouth of Tokumitsu River， Tokumitsu， 
Matto， Ishikawa Prefectur巴.
76. (3.8 m)， 10 m southwestward of 75， Tokumits1λMatto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
77. (5.0 m)， About 450 m southwestward of 76， Tokumitsu， Matto， Ishikawa Pref巴cture
78. (3.5 m)， About 30 m southwestward of 77， Tokumitsu， Mattoフ IshikawaPrefecture. 
79. (3.8 m)， About 100 m southwestward of 78ラ Tokumitsu，Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
80. (4.0 m)， About 120 m southwestwarc1 of 79， Ogawa， Matto， Ishikawa Pref巴cture.
81. (2.5 m)， About 200 m southwestward of 80， Ogawa， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
Inc1ex map showing location of the samples studied in Neagari 








Lat. 36・2920 N 
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82. (5.0 m)， About 300 m southwestward of 81， Ogawa， Matto， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
83. (2.0 m)， About 1，750 m southwestward of 82， the mouth of Ishidate River， Ishidate， 
Mikawa， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
84. (3.2 m)， About 35 m southwestward of 83， the mouth of Ishidate River， Ishidate， 
恥1ikawa，Ishikawa Prefecture. 
85. (-1. 0 m)， Sea bottom， about 30 m offshore from the coast of Yoshiharakamaya， 
Neagari， Nomi-gun， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
88. (6.0 m)， About 300 m northern margin of Shihohama， Kaga City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
93. (7.0 rn)， Th巴 westernclif at the port of Hashidate， Kaga City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
96. (4.2， 6.6 m)， Cli任 atthe coast， where is 100 m northwestward from the Hashidate 
Branch of Public 0伍ceof Kaga City， Hashidate， Kaga City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
Chart 3 Index map showing location of the samples studied in Hashidate 
District (This map is published by G. S. J.) 









97. (10.3， 13.5 m)， About 50 m southwestward along the coast from 96， Hashidate， Kaga 
City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
101. (21.0 m)， About 200 m southwestward from th巴mouthof Daishoji River， northwestern 
slope of Kento Hill (bench marl王61m above sea-level)， Kitagata Village， Sakai-gun， 
Fukui Prefecture. 
102. (13.0， 13.5 m)， The sea cli丘， about 25 m southwestward of 101， northwestern slope 
of Kento Hill， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. 
103. (18.0 m)， The sea cli妊， about 40 m southwestward of 102， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， 
Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. 
104. (11.0 m)， The sea clif， about 10 m southw巴stwardof 103， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， 
Sakai-gun， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
105. (10.3 m)， The s巴aclif， about 20 m southwestward of 104， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， 
Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. 
108. (22.0 m)， The sea clif， about 40 m southwestward of 105， Hamasaka， Kitagata Vill唱e，
Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. 
111. (10.5 m)， The sea clif， about 1，500 m westward of Hamasaka， 1.100 m southwestward 
of 108， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. 
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Kitagata District (This map is published by G. S. J.) 
Lat. 36・182 N 
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113. (5.5 m)， The small sea cli任， about 600 m southwestward of 111， Hamasaka， Kitagata 
Vi1lage， Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. 
2. Preparation of Materials and Method of Study 
(Table 2) 
Materials which were ¥lsed for pollen and spore grains analyses of this present study. 
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were collected from morεthan 110 localiti巴s. The intεrval betwアeenthese localities is 20 m 
at the continuous outcrops， and many saruplεs was collected from the peat larninae at 
discontinuous srnall outcrops. A composite sample obtained by mlXll1g three to four pi巴ces
of pollen-bearing peat of 四 me represents a locality. The peat piεces were 
coll巴ctεdat the locality along the bedding plan巴 withina thickness of 10 cm. When a 
change in the peat was observed at an exposure， the samples were coUected from each of 
the units of the different facies in th巴 peatlamina. 
For samples thus obtained the analytical procedure once reported by the present writer 
(OZ.AKI & FUJI 1958， pp. 567-5U) was followed 
Mechanical Procedure 
( 1 ). The sample is crushed about 3 mrn in diameter by an earth日nw呂町 morter without 
grinding the mortar 
(2). The sampl巴 issifted by a 32 meshes sieve. 
( 3 ). About 5 grams of sanlple乱reremoved to a 300 cc beaker. 
Chemical Procedurε 
( 4 ) . About 50 cc of 10 p巴rcent caustic soda are added， and the sample is set for 24 to 
48 hours. 
( 5 ) . The upper part of distill巴dwater in thεbeaker is put away every 24 hours. This 
procεdure is kept up for about a week. 
( 6 ). The sample with about 100 cc of distilled 'Nater is separated to some 200 cc 
tea-cups and is allow日dto set quietly for乱bout3 minutes. 
( 7 ). The floating materials on the water are removed to the glass tube of centrifuge， 
and th巴 wateris excepted by the centrifuge. 
( 8). A small quantity of mixed liquid of hydrochloric acid and nitric acid is added 
to the sample. 
( 9 ). The sample is immersed in steam for about 10 seconds図
(10). This mixed liquid is s巴paratedfrom the sample by the centrifuge. 
(11). The sample is removed to tea-cups， and the sample is allow巴dto set quietly for 
about 3 minutes. 
(12). The floating materials on the water are removed to the glass tube of centrifug邑
to remove the water. 
(13). A smallquantity of glacial acid is added to the sample. After about 30 seconds， 
thi8 acid is s巴paratedfrom the sampl巴
(14). A small quantity of mixed liquid of acetic acid anhydride and sulfric acid (9 : 1 
in volume) is added to the s乱mple. After about 2 minutes， this liquid is separated from 
the sample. 
(15). A small quantity of gl旦cialacetic acid is added to the sample. After about 30 
seconds， this acid is separated from the sample. 
骨 Thepresent writer was suggested this analytical procedure by Professor M. SH!JV!AKURA of the 
Nara University of Education句
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(16). A small quantity of hydrogen fluoride is added to the sample and kept for 24 
houres. The hydrogen fluoride is removed 
(17). The sample is removed to the glass tube of centrifuge， and is washed by the water. 
T ABLE 2. Systematic五gureof analytical proceding 




sample + NaOH 
1 for 24 hours 
washing， every 24 hours 




water deposit + (HCl + KNOB) 
1 fo了 10seconds 
centrifuge 
mixed liquid dep↓sit 
waching by centrifuge 
fl.osting material deposit + (NaOH) 









1 for 24 hours 
centrifuge 
washing deposit HF 
mountmg 
レ i.genti五_cat1明
washing by centrifuge 
separation by beaker 
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(18). The small quantity of sample is mounted on the slide glass， and it is slowly dried 
by an el巴ctricheater or gas burn日r.
(19). Before th巴 smrlpleis perfectly dried up， a small of lS 
dropped on th巴 sampleヲ andthe slide is dried， until the cover is {~rmly fixed on the 
slide. 
Microscopic Observation 
The frequency and relative abundance. of th巴 speciεson e日chslide are obtained by 
counting 200特 pollenand spore grains. The magnification of microscope is乱bout600 times. 
The slidεs containing th巴 registered spεcimens will be d巴positedin the collection of 
the Institute of Faculty of Science， Kanazawa University， Japan 
3也 Desc:ripiion ⑬f A呂田emhlagesin these Distact呂
。istJrihutionChart 
(Tables 3 and 4) 
The dala in the present an且lysisof pollen and spore grains呂ssemblagesare described in 
the distribution tables as shown in Tables 3 and 4 
The frequency of same types obtained by a random sp巴Cln:l巴n of 200 pol1巴n and spor担
grains in the each sample， are shown in Table 3 and T乱ble4. The tables incl ude the 
distribution of pollen and spore grains in 714 slides of 119 samples for thi8 study， that is 
to say， Table 3 includ巴sthe distribution of p81l己n and spore grains in 348 slides of 58 
5旦mplesfrom the Kanaz旦waDistrict. Tabl巴 4includes the distribution of pollen and spore 
grains in 366 s1ides of 61 samples from the KanazaV¥叫 N巴agari，Hashi出t巴 andKitagata 
Districts. The stratigraphic notes about the strata of this ar己aare in Chapter I. 
1n the tables， the sample loc旦litiεsin each district， which are shown by corresponding 
numb日rsto those numbering the Charts 1， 2， 3 and 4. The reader is referred to the 
above mentioned notes of this chapter for detailcd d巴scriptionof the stratigraphic relations 
of the samples. The type names of pollen and spore grains are arr百 1gedin the order of 
natural cl旦ssification. The alphabetical order of p日atlaminae is arranged from吠a"to ~~d" 
in ascending order of laminae， that is to say， "a" lamina is shown lower lamina， and "d" 
lamina is shown uppermost lamina. 
In the tables， the type names are divided into two groups. Th己負rstgroup is poll巴ngram 
and the second is spore grain. 
Distribution of the Assemblages in the 
Kanazawa District 
(Chart 1; Tables 1， 3， and 4; Figs. 2ラ 3，4， 5 and 7) 





AREA KANAZA WA DISTRICT 
LOCALITY NAME Kanaiwa Hy. Utsugi Hh. Kurabe Hamasogo 
LOCALITY NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 p 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2泡 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
a I b I c I d a I b 1 c I d a I b I c I d a I b I c a I b I c PEAT LAMINA 
19.0113.515.5126.5111.5111.018山 11.5113.0115.0
POLLEN GRAIN 
Pinus 12.51 9.0111.0119.0 10.0 18.5 9.5 9.2 4.5 10.0116.0110.5113.0 26.0 16.51 3.5 16.5 19.m11.~ 9.~12.0 ]7.5115.0118.0112.017.5112.519.013.5111.5111.0 9.0 19.0 11.0 10.5 17.0 16.5 19.0 
Larix 5.0 2.0 1.0 2.01 1.0 0.513.0 2.0 1.0 4.5 0.5 O 4.0 1.5 。O 1.0 1.01 1.5 3.51 1.0 2.010.5 1.0 0.5 0.510.5 4.0 1.0 3.010.5 1.0 2.5 0.5 0.5 O 1.3 2.5 0.5 3.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.01 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 O 1.01 2.0 
Abies 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.01 0.5 1.01 1.0 2.0 0.5 12.5 1.5 24.0 O 2.0 2.5 1.5 2.5 1.51 2.0 1.01 3.0 3.010.5 1.01 1.5 2.0 1.0 3.31 1.5 2.0 1.0 2.512.0 1.0 0.5 1.5 3.0 2.0 i.5 5.0 1.0 0.5 1.5 3.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.5 1.51 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 1.01 2.0 
Tsuga 0.5 1.0 0.5 o 1 .0 1.01 2.0 1.0 O 0.5 3.0 2.5 O 1.0 0.5 O 。2.51 0 3.010.5 1.51 1.0 0.51 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.51 0.5 O 0.5 o 1 .5 2.5 O 1.0 O 0.5 O 1.0 0.5 2.0 2.0 O 0.5 1.0 2.0 。2.010.5 3.0 O 1.0 1.0 0.5 
Picea 1.5 9.5 10.5 8.014.5 2.0110.5 ~.o 2.0 O 3.0 6.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 O 10.5 3.51 0 0.510.5 3.01 6.5 5.01 1.0 1.5 1.0 7.014.5 2.0 0.5 3.514.0 3.5 3.0 5.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 10.5 1.5 0.5 3.5 12.0 2.0 21.0 3.0 15.0 12.01 0.5 2.0 1.5 4.5 1.5 1.0 0.517.0 
Podocarpus 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.01 0.5 0.5111.0 1.3 2.0 O 1.0 0.5 O O 5.0 O 。o 1 0 o 1 0 O O 1.01 0 O 2.0 0.51 0 0.5 O 0.5 O 。O 0.5 O 。0.5 O 0.5 。O 。。 0.5 O O O 。010.5 
Cryptomeria 18.5 24.0 32.0 39.5150.0 31.0114.5 2~.5 23.0 16.0 21.0 30.0 30.5 18.0 42.5 38.5 33.5 44.0 37.0151.5 50.5!48.5 36.0128.0 57.0:48.5 36.0 31.5 42.0144.5 24.0 39.0 51.0149.0 33.0 53.0 36.5 46.5 50.0 5.5 51.0 38.0 54.0 42.5 47.0 51.0 56.0 26.0 49.0 51.0:48.0 31.0 43.0 49.0 32.0 31.0 47.5132.5 
Juniρerus 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 O 1.0 。O O 。010.5 O 0.5 0.5 。O 010.5 1.0 。0.5 O O 。O O O 。。0.5 O 0.5 O O O 。0.5 。O O 0.5 。1.0 O 0.5 O 010.5 。o 1 5.0 O 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Compositae 1.5 2.5 2.0 1.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 4.0 1.0 1.2 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 1.0 2.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 .0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.3 o 1 .5 1.0 012.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 
Bidens 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 o 1 0 0.5 p 。010.5 01 0 O 010.5 0.5 。O 1.5 O 0.5 O 1.0 1.5 。O 。。o 1 0 1.0 O O O O 。O 。1P.5 。O O O 。。O 。。O O o 1 .5 0.5 O 010.5 0.5 
Menyanthes 0.5 1.5 3.5 1.5 013.5 1.0 1.0 o 1 0 o 1 .0 1.0 o 1 3.0 1.5 1.0 5.0 。3-.0 O 4.0 1.5 2.5 1.5 4.0 0.5 2.0 010.5 。1.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 2.0 3.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 O O O 1.5 0.5 2.5 O 012.0 3.5 3.5 1.5 o 12.0 0.5 2.0 
Rhododendron 1.5 0.5 O 。010.5 0.5 o 1 .0 2.0 o 1 .0 O O 0.5 2.5 1.0 O 012.5 1.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 。O 1.5 。O 010.5 。。O o 1 .0 O 。。O O 010.51 0 O O O O 。O 010.5 。。。010.5 
Myrioρhyllum 0.5 1.0 。。4.0 O 0.5 3.0 o 1 .0 1.0 1.5 O 3.0 O O 。O 。。。1.5 。。O 。O O O 。。O O o 1 .0 O 。。010.5 。~。O O 。。1.0 0.5 O 010.5 。0.5 O 。o 1 .0 
。邸宅othera 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 O 0.5 。。O o 10.5 010.5 O 0.5 0.5 。O 012.0 1.0 0.5 O O O O 。。。O 。O O 010.5 O O 。O O O 。O O O O O O O O O 。O 。。O O 
Tilia 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 O O 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 O 。1.0 。O 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 012.5 0.5 。o 1 .5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 010.5 0.5 2.0 010.5 1.0 0.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.5 2.0 010.5 1.5 2.5 1.0 0.5 
Ilex 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.0 O 1.0 0.5 O 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 O 0.5 1.5 2.5 。0.5 O 0.5 O O o 1 0.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 010.5 1.0 。010.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 。O 0.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 3.0 O 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.5 2.0 0.5 
Saρz・um O 0.5 0.5 0.5 。1.0 0.5 .0 1.0 O 。0.5 0.5 O O 。。。O O O 。。O 。。O 。O 010.5 O 。O 。O O O O O 。。O 。O O 0.5 。O O O 。。O 。。2.5 1.5 
Rubus 0.5 0.5 010.5 O o 1 1.5 p O 。010.5 。o O O O 。O O 012.0 o 1 .0 O O O 。o 1 .5 O 010.5 O 。O O O O 。。O o 1 1.0 O 0.5 o 1 .5 O O O O O O O 1.0 010.5 
Nuρ加f 0.5 0.5 O 1.5 。0.5 0.5 O 1.0 0.5 O 0.5 O 。0.5 O 。O O O 。0.5 2.0 。O O O O O O O 。O 。O O 0.5 。o 。。。O O 0.5 O O O O O O O 。O 0.5 1.0 O 
Persicaria 2;0 5.0 6.0 2.0 15.0 4.0 2.0 6.0 0.5 1.5 4.5 O 3.0 13.0 12.0 1.0 9.0 15.0 11.0 3.5 7.0 11.5 14.0 4.0 0.5 9.5 11.0 10.5 15.0 4.0 6.5 2.5 9.0 11.5 3.0 13.0 14.5 11.0 ~.O 1.5 3.5 10.0 16.0 10.5 8.0 7.0 12.5 6.5 2.0 4.0 10.5 8.5 17.0 11.0 5.5 8.0 2.0 
Zelkowa 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 O 。O 1.5 0.5 O 。0.5 O 。1.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 。0.5 O 0.8 O 1.5 0.5 1.0 3.0 0.5 。3.0 1.0 O 0.5 O 。O 0.5 O 0.5 。O O O 0.5 。1.5 0.5 。O 0.5 0.5 。。4.0 
Ulmus 1.5 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 O 1.0 1.5 O 1.0 。1.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 O 1.5 。1.0 0.5 ，0.5 1.5 O 4.5 0.5 0.5 O 。1.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 O 0.5 1.0 O 0.5 O 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 O 。1.5 
Querωs 14.5 10.0 11.0 0.5 5.5 9.0 7.5 5.0 15.5 8.0 5.0 4.0 18.0 19.0 7.5 4.5 5.5 8.3 5.0 1.0 4.5 8.5 5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 6.0 5.0 8.5 21.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 6.5 4.0 8.0 0.5 14.5 7.0 11.0 1.5 5.0 1.0 5.0 0.5 1.5 14.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 19.0 1.0 3.0 
Fagus 1.0 1.0 。2.5 O 1.0 2.0 1.0 9.0 。0.5 0.5 O O 2.5 4.0 。O 。O 3.0 O O 2.0 4.0 O 。O O O O O O 。O O 1.0 O .0 O 4.5 O 。0.5 O O O 。。O 2.5 O O O 1.5 1.0 0.5 
Alnus 2.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 13.0 1.0 10.5 2.4 0.5 O 0.8 0.5 O 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5 3.5 3.0 1.0 0.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 2.5 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.5 l'.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 5.5 O 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 3.0 2.0 
Betula 1.0 。0.5 1.0 O 1.0 1.5 2.4 O 。4.0 0.5 O O O O 。O O 1.0 0.5 O 。。O 。O O 1.0 O 。O 1.0 O 1.0 。O O O O O O O O 2.0 。O O 。。。。。。。0.5 1.5 
Cariうinus 5.5 0.5 0.5 2.0 O 。0.5 1.5 0.5 。O O 6.0 。O 。。O O O 0.5 。。O 。O 。O 1.0 O O 。0.5 O O O O O O O O 。。。。O O O O O 。O O O O 0.5 O 
Juglans 13.0 7.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 10.4 40.5 27.5 9.5 9.0 20.5 5.0 1.0 11.0 2.0 11.5 2.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 12.5 O 0.5 27.0 20.5 1.0 1.0 20.0 10.0 4.0 2.0 21.0 11.0 10.5 5.5 O 0.5 10.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 10.0 3.5 16.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 15.0 11.0 1.3 19.5 9.0 1.5 1.0 
Platycarya 2.0 0.5 。O o 1 0 .51 0 5.0 O o 1 3.0 O 01 0 。 。O o 1 0 1 0 1 0 。010.5 。01 0 01 0 o 1 1.0 O O 0.5 010 。 O 0.5 0.51 0 010 o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1.0 
Satix 0.5 3.0 0.5 0.5 o ! 5.0 2.015;・54.0 0.5 0.513.5 2.0 2.01 1.0 o 1 3.5 0.5 6;0 0.51 1.512.514.5 。0.51 1.5 1.0 2.01 1.0 1.01 0.5 3.010.5 0.5 3.5 0.5 010 1.0 3.51 3.5 1.5 1.0 1.01 0 0.512.0 7.~ O.~ 1.~ 3.~ O.~ O.~ 3.~ 2.~ O.~ 1.0 
Gagea 0.5 0.5 。O 0.51 0 o 111・00.5 O 010.5 1.0 1.01 0 o 1 0 。O o 1 0 1 0.5 0 O 01 0 d o 1 0 o 1 0 010 O O 。010 O o 1 0 O O o 1 0 o 1 0 
Carex O O 。O 01 0 0.5111.0 1.2 O o 12.0 O o 1 0 o 1 0 。。01 0 1 0 1 0 O 01 0 。01 0 o 1 0 010 0.5 O O 010 O 010 。。o 1 0 o 1 0 o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.5! 0 
Gramineae 4.5 5.5 4.5 1.0 3.016.5 9.0131.5 0.5 5.5 1.51 6.5 0.5 012.5 2.51 0 。。o 1 0 1 0 2.5 1.5 1.01 1.0 。0.510.5 o 1 0 2.0 1.5 2.5 1.51 3.5 O 1.01 0.5 O 1.0 3.510.5 o 1 3.5 1.010.51 0 10.51 0 10.51 1.51 0 1 4.01 3.0 
Lenticularpolleni tes 。1.0 O 1.0 010.5 o 1fo 。O o 1 .0 。o 1 0 o 1 0 。O o 1 0 1 0 1 0 .0 0.51 0 。01 0 o 1 0 010 0.5 O 。o 1 0 。 o 1 0 O O o 1 0 0.51 0 0.51 0 1 01 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 010.5 
SPORE GRAIN 
Selaginella 0.5 1.0 。1.0 o 1 0 0.510i.5 O O 010.5 O 01 0 01 0 。。o 1 0 1 0 1 1.0 .0 o 1 0 O o 1 0 。。。o 1 0 O 101 0 1 0 O 0.5 o 1 0 010.5 o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1.510.51 0 1 .0 
Bacill us spore 0.5 1.0 2.5 1.0 3.014.5 1.0 O 0.51 0 0.5 01 0 o 1 .0 0.5 O o 1 0 1 0.5 0 。0.51 0 O 01 0 0.5' 1.0 1.01 0.5 1.5 O 0.5 1.51 0 O 101 0 I 0 0.5 O 010.5 o 1 .5 o 1 010.51 0 1 .010.51 1.01 0.51 1.010.5 
Deltoidspori tes 1.0 0.5 。O o 1 0 O! 0 O O 。 O 0.51 0 010.5 。O o 1 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 1.01 0 O 01 0 o 1 .0 o 1 0 O O O o 1 0 O O 0.5 o 1 0 o 1 0 o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 10.51 0 1 0.51 0.5 
Reniformsporites 0.5 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.513.0 3.51 3:.7 1.0 4.0 7.012.5 2.0 6.01 1.5 4.012.0 2.0 1.0 3.51 0.51 0 1 2.0 2.5 1.51 1.2 2.5 0.51 1.2 0.51 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 2.510.5 2.0 1.5 1.5 2.510.5 013.0 O.~ O.~ 0 1 1.~ O.~ 1.~ 1.~ 2γ 1.0 
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乱ndspore grain assemblag巴swas started j n 1957 with the' analyses of sarnples from Kurabe 
fo Kanazawa District， Ishikawa Prefecture. At that time the stratigraphic: position and 
the relation b巴tweenpeats in the other areas was not precisely known. 
1n this district， the following samples wer巴 examinecl.
9 borin広 samplesfrom 9 Jocalities at Kanaiwa 
1 sarnple from 1 locality at Harnayasuhara 
;'3 sarnples frorn 3 localities at Utsugi 
1 sample from 1 locality at Hamahatta 
21 samples from 9 localities at Kurabe 
38 samples from 30 localities at Hamasδgo 
20 samples frorn 19 localities at Tokumitsu 
10 samples from 10 localities at Mikawa 
Thes巴 localitiesand stratigraphic positions are given in Chart 1 and Table 1. As was 
巴xplainec1b巴forethi日 chapter，th巴 distributionof pollen anc1 spore grains founc1 in the 
analytical sall1ples are shown in the c1istribution chart in per centage of the observed 
frequencies by a single randoll1 count of 200 specimens for each sarnple (see Tables 3 & 4). 
The relative frequencies of app appearance in each locality， each peat larnina anc1 the relative 
frequencies between different localities can be read froll1 the pollen d diagrall1s in Figs. 2， 
3， 4， 5， and 7. 
The grains which are Ob5日rvedin the present study frOll1 the above ll1entioned samples 
are the following typ巴日1
・1・Pinustype 
Larix type 
+ Abies type 
口 Tsugatype 





































The satrisked typεs are very abundant in comparison wlth the other gεnerathe number 
of pollen and spore grains being more than 15弘 Thetyp己swhich are marked ム， are 
abundant， ranging from 8 to 14 %. The types which are m乱rkedby斗，呂recommon 4 to 
7 % in per centag巴. The types which 耳目 m訂 kedby =ラ 呂rerare， being less than 1弘
and the other types are very rare. 
At Kanaiwa， as shown in the distribution ch呂rtand pollen diagram. (1) (see Fig. 2)， the 
Pinus type， the ゆtomeriatype， the type， and th日 αnstyp邑belongto abundant 
group. Although the type appeared 50 % in locality no. 5 at Kanaiwa， this 
type 1S generally less than in the other localities. The Quaternary type and the Jugla附
type， instead of the CrYlうtomeriatype， are more aboundance than in the other localities， for 
exampleラ inlocality no. 1， the Quercus type 14.5ア，;. This frequency belongs to thεvery 
abundant group. In locality no. 23 at Kurabe， the type belongs to the common 
group， 4 to 6ガ Thisphenomenon i8 found also in the type. 1n Kanaiwa， broad-
leaved treesラ includingthe ム AI抑制フ Betula，Cα Juglαns and 
Platycarya types， are found moτe th乱n needle-leaf trees such as the P:抑制 typeo In 
Hamayasuhara， Utsugi and Hamahatt九 themost characteristic phenomenon is the frequency 
to which the Cryρtomeria type pollen grain falls， being about 20 %0 For example， in 
locality no固 16as is shown in Fig. 1 pollen diagram (1)， it falls to 1800 %0 The broad 
leaved trees instead of in needle-leaf tr日巴ssuch as the りtomeriatype increases to about 




The PaかnologicalStudy of Cenozoic Strala， 
Hoku!説uRegion， Central ]aρω1 
locality no. 1 (Ka n a i wa)
locality no. 12 (Hamayasuhara) 
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locality no. 16 (Hamahatta) 
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Fig. 2 POLLEN DIAGRAM (1) 
The pollen diagram from locality n08. 1， 12， 16; and peat， other laminae and 
sampling level are shown along the left margin. 
1 : Pinus type， 2 : Laγix type， 3 : Abies type， 4 : Tsuga type， 5 : Pice，αtype， 6 : 
Podocarpus type， 7: CrYlうtomeriatype， 8 : Junilうerustype， 9・COmpositaetype， 
10 : Bidens type， 11 : Menyantes type， 12 : Rhododendron type， 13 : Myriophyllum 
type， 14・Oenotheratype， 15: Tilia type， 16 : Ilex type， 17 : Sゆiumtype， 18 : 
Rubus type， 19・Nuρhartype， 20・Persicariatype， 21 : Zelkowa type， 22 : Ulmus 
type， 23: Quercus type， 24 : Fagus type， 25・Alnustype， 26 : Betula type， 27 : 
Carpinus type， 28 : Juglans type司 29: Platycarya type， 30 : Salix type， 31 : Gagea 
type， 32 : Car♂x type， 33 : Gramineae type， 34 : Lenticulapollenites， 35 : Selaginella 
type， 36 : Bacillus type， 37 : Deltoidsporites type， 38 : Reniformsporites type， 39 : 
Subtriangularsporites typeフ 1: sand lamina， II: peat lamina， III: clay lamina， 
IV : gravel lamina， SL : sea-level目
137 
37 39 
found more often in locality no. 5 at Kanaiwa than in the other localities， for example， it 
is 6.0 % 
At Kurabe in Kanazawa City， the CrJ少tomeriatype pol1en grain appears more frequently 
than in all the oth巴robserved localities， for example 57.0 % being the most frequent. 
When the broad-leaved trees， grass and spore grains are totaled together， they show the 
least p巴rcentage results 
At Kurab久 themost interesting and characteristic phenomenon is that the peat is divided 
into some laminae (about 3 or 4 laminae)， and the material between the peats is composed 
of sand of the New Sand Dune. Because of the migration of sand of the Old Sand Dune 
in the Late Yayoi Ag巴， as was mentioned in Stratigraphic Summary of Chapter I， the 
grass was baried and thus Alluvial peat began to form. The peat of locality 10. 23 is 
divided into four lamonae as are shown in Fig. 3 pollen diagram (2). Although the 
1:18 R FUJl 
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Fig. 3 POLLEN DIAGRAM (2) 
The pollen diagram from locality no. 23; peat， other laminae and samp!ing 
level are shown along the left margin 
トJι
locality no. 45 (Hamasogo) 
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POLLEN DIAGRA.M (3) 
1/」
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locality no， 67 l Tokumitsu ) 
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Ipcality no， 80 (Mikawa) 1 
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locality 110， 85 (Neagari ) 
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Fig， 5 POLLEN DIAGRAM (4) 
The pollen diagram from locality nos， 67， 80， 85; peat， other laminae ancl 
sampling level are shown along the left margin 
lowermost lamina (吠a"lamina in Fig， 3) includes 50，5 % of the Cり1うtomeriatype， そも999 代C
and "d" laminae include only 48，5 %， 36，0 % ancl 28‘o ;:6 respectively of this type， That 
is to say， the more the peat lamina moves up， the less the pollen ancl spore grains become. 
But乱tthe s乱metime the Juglans， QuercusヲSαlix，Menyαnthes， Compositae日nclRhododendron 
types incre旦se. This fact Is important when the fossil pollen ancl spore flora of the cli8trict 
is stucliecl. As i8 given in Table 1， the Neolithic transgre呂sionhacl arisen frOI1 the 
Hanawaclai Stag巴 ofEarly Jomon Age， ancl it reachecl its high巴8tsea司levelin the Moroiso 
StaJ，Se. The fan cleposits c1evelopec1 al over th日 KanazawaDistrict in the p巴riodof regression 
from the enc1 of the Late Jomon Age to the Yayoi Age. 
In the early p巴riodof regression， the strancl line was 300 to 500 m 0妊shorefrom the 
present stranc1 line， anc1 th巴 OIc1Sanc1 Dune c1evelopec1 behinc1 this strand line. Here and 
there in the Olcl Sand Dune swampy plac巳sc1evelopec1， anc1 these corr巴sponclperhaps wIth 
the pres巳ntshore line. 1n this early p巴riod，a plant-colony was only grass or mOS8， anc1 the 
pollen grains of neec11e回leaftrees such as the PinuムLarix，Abies， Tsuga， Picea ancl Cryρtomeria 
types b巴comeabunc1ant in lower peat lamina， In the Kanazawa District， the plant司colony
changecl 810'¥'1 or fa5t， from simple to complicatecl， anc1 from lower plants to high巴rplants. 
This is based on the above mentionec1 reason that the upper peat laminae which are shown 
140 N， FUJI 
as "c" or "d" in th巴 succ邑ssioninclude more frequency of pollen grain of the 
broad.leaved trees than the lower peat laminae such as "a" or市"
.The peat of no. 45 at Hamasδgo is also divided into three laminae as ar巴 shown
in Fig. 4 diagram (3). The succession of plant-colony shows th色 samephenomenon 
as was described in the succession of locality no. 23. In the lowermost peat lamina of 
locality no， 67 of Tokumitsu is divided 1nto two laminae. In the lower peat named under 
"a"， the CηJptomeria type is 55.0 % ， 在日dthe ne巴dbleaftre巴poll巴ngrains are more frequent 
than it 1S in the other localities， appeare about 85.0 ア4.
Distribution ⑬f the AssembIages in the 
N eagari District 
2; Tables 1 and 4; and Figs. 5 and 7) 
In thi8 district， only one sample from one iocality of Yoshiharakamaya is examined for 
the present study. This locality and stratig悶 phicposition are respectively describ吋 inChart 
2 al1d Table 1， the distributiOI1 of and spore found in th巴 samples
are shown in the distribution chart (日eeTable 4)ー
The relative frequenciεs of appe且ranceil1 each each lamina and the relative 
frequencies of appearance between localities can be read from the 
5 and 7. 
diagrams in Figs. 
The grains which are obs巴rvedin the present 





















TABLE 4 THE CHART OF POLLEN ANALYSIS 
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-¥Bacill us type 
Deltoidsporites type 
持 Reniforl11sporites type 
Subtriangularsporites type 
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The peat of this locality c1istributes at about 1-1.5 m under sea-level. At this locality the 
most interesting and characteristic phenol11enon is that the Reniformsporites type spore grain 
is included rich in the peat. The phenol1巴nonsuggests that a moss or fern had grown 
around the swamps ancl their neighbourhood， and some trees had distributecl less than it is 
the other localities. Although the Menyanthes， the Persicaria， and the Salix type pollen 
grains are mor日 thanin the other localities. The Pinus， the Larix， the A.biωand the other 
neec11e-leaf trees are rare frequent. 
Distribution of the Assemblages in the 
Ha白hidateDistrict 
(Chart 3; Tables 1 and 4; Figs. 6 and 7) 
1n this district， 6 samples frol11 4 localities of Hashidat巴五巴ldフ KagaCity is exal11ined for 
the present stuc1y. Th巴 localitiesand stratigraphic positions are described in Chart 3 and 
Tabl巴 1. The distribution of pollen and spore grains found in the analytical samples are 
shown in the distribution chart (see Tabl巴 4). The relative frequencies of appearance in 
each locality， each peat lamina anc1 the relative frequencies of appearance between localities 
can be reacl frol11 the pollen diagrams in Figs. 6 and 7. 
The grains which ar巴 experiencedin th巴 presentstuc1y from the above mentionecl samples 










































The pollen analytical type in this district is equal to it of Kurabe in Kanazawa District. 
The Juglans type of locality no. 67 shows higher frequ巴ntthan it in the other localities. 
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The seed of the Juglωぉ mandschuricaMAXIM. var. Sieboldiωza I¥IAKINO is found frOIl1 this 
district. The fact shows that the tree of genus Juglans distributed here ancl there of this 
localities. 
locality nu. 96 (ILl:illid江l'，) 
ー 30川
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Fig. 6 POLLEN DIAGRAM (5) 
The pol1en diagram from locality n08. 96， 102; peat， other lamonae anc1 
sampling level 3re shown along the left margin 
T.F....、.Tertiary formatiol1s 
DistributI.on of the Assemblages in the 
Kitagata IHstrict 
(Chart 4; Tab1es 1 and 4; Figs. 6 ancl 7) 
1n this district， 9 samples from 8 10calities of Kentozan (Kento Hi1l)フ乱reexamined for 
the present study. These 10じalitiesand stratigraphic positions are given in Chart 4 and 
Table 1， the distribution of poll巴nancl spor巴 grainsfound in the 呂nalyticalsamples are 
shown in the distribution chart (se巴 Table4). The relative frequencies of appearance in 
each locality， each peat 1amina and the re1ative frequencies of appearance between 10calities 
can be reacl from the pollen diagrams in Figs. 6 and 7. 
The grains which are experienc巴din the present study from the above mentioned samples 
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Del toidspori t田 type
+ Reniformsporites type 
Subtriangularsporites type 
At KentδHill， as shown in the distribution chart and五gures，the Pinus， the Larix， the 
りtomeriaand the types belong to the abundant group. Although the 
type appeared mor記 frequentthan th巴 othertypes， itラ however，shows less frequent than it 
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is i1 the other localities. The Lω'ix and the Quercus types are abundant instead of the 
Cη少lomeriatype. 
l v u L L ILN G itAIN 
Locality narne LN!PL!!二二工EEE工二E工三玉二二二口互玉~O l" c f\ l -.r.:.!百一 SPOHE GHA1N 
needle Jeaf t問。
20 40 60 80 % 
，-一一一一、一一一一~-ー一一-，一一一一-，一一一一-1
Kanai ¥u 
Hamayasuhara I 12 
Hamahatta I 16
Kurabe 123 
Hamasogo 1451 b 
Tokumitsu I 67 
Mikawa 180 
N e a ga r i I 85 三二二二]
Hashidate ! 96 
K e n t 0 z a n 1102 
Fig. 7 POLLEN DIAGRAM (6) 
The synthetic pollen diagram frollJ. locality nos. 1， 12， 16， 23， 45， 67， 
80， 85， 96 and 102 




According to F AEGRI and IVERSEN (1950)， the pollen grains observed in a peat include 
generally very abundant the pollen grain which had been supplied from the nearest for巴stof 
乱 samplinglocality. From the r巴sultof the present poll巴nanalysis， itis imagined that the 
trees of the abundant pollens had grown on the sampling localities or their neighbourhood. 
The pollen and spore grains which are observed in the pollen analysis ar巴 dividedinto two 
groups， that i8 to say， th巴 onegroup is the pollen grains which had been mainly c1erived 
from the oth巴rlocalities by a winc1 or water， ancl the other group is the pollen ancl spore 
grains which hacl primary grown on the sampling localities or their neighbourhoocl. The 
Compositae， Menyanthes， Myrioρhyllum， Oenothera， Persicaria， Salix， Juglans， Platycaりla
ancl Bacillus types belong to the 1atter group， ancl the Pinus， Lαrix， Abies， Tsuga， Picea， 
ancl Podocαゆustypes which have generally air sacksヲ belongto the former group， The 
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λ and B呂cillustypes grow around the swamps and 
their neighbourhood 
1n the stage of :regression (Middle to Lat己 Jδmon Phragmites communis grows 
only around th日 sw乱mp. As shown above mentioned pollen diagramsョth日 low巴rmostpeat 
lamina of some localities includes many pollen grains w1th a11' sacks and it 1S found 1巴5the 
pollen grains of the broad-leaved trees than th巴m in the other locality or th巴 upperp巴ats.
In the relative relation of fossil grains in the lowermost peat th巴refore，the pollen 
grains with air sacks are found more often than the poll記ngrains of the broad-Ieaved trees. 
1n the former group， however， the absolute frequency of the lower and upper peats wi1l be 
perhaps equal. 1n the Yayoi Age， as shown in some pollen diagrams and Plate VII， 
Alnus 似合ぴフ Zelkowaserrata， Viburnum宅 Alnushirstα 
TURCZ. var. 
neighbourhood. 
and Cinnamomun官 had grown around the swamps and their 
The Old Sand Dune had distributed widely in front of the swamps in the Komatsu 
of the Late Yayoi and the ancient people had secured a sure mean of living in the 
swampy a1'eas in rear of the dun巴s
The paleoclimate in thi5 period (from thεLate Jomon to the Late Age) was perhaps 
equal th記 presentclimat巴， as it was suggested the pollen and spore grains d巴rivedfrom 
the primary plants， fossil seeds and erect stnmp. The low己rlaminate sands of the 
Old Sand Dune c1eposited 1n front of the Neolithic be乱chand th巴irmatel"Ials were mainly 
derived from Tetori， Asanoラ anc1Sai Rivers in the Middle Jδmon Age. The eorian such as 
th己呂andof the sand dune of the regressional period had produced the 01d Sand Dune， 
which exposed widely along the Japan Sea beach， where was 300 to 500 m offshore from 
the present beach. The New Sand Dun鳥 whichhas been produced th巴 nlIgrationof the 
Old Sand Dun巴 isbec旦useof the tr乱nsgressionin the end of the L且teτhe
m05t of present peat had been made from the plants， which had grown on the swamps and 
their neighbourhood or the in rear of the Old Sand Dune. The migration of the Old 
Sand Dune in the end of th日 Late is th日 causeof the formation of th己
New Sand Dune. 
CUAIPTER IV 
SYSTEI¥'IATIC DESCRIPTIONS OF POLLEN 
AND SPORE GRAINS 
In this chapter the writer dεscribes the pollen and spore grains from the Kanazawa， Neagari 
and Hashidate Districts of Ishikawa Prefecture， and Kitagata District of Fukui Prefecture. 
The pollen and spore grains which are d巴scribedher己 areas following grains : 
Pinus type， Lαrix type， Abies type， Tsuga type， Podocarpus type， Cηρtomeriαtype， 
JuniPerus type， Compositae type， Bidens type， Menyanthes type， Rhododendron typ久
AめIYzojう typεフ。問。theratypeフTiliatyp民 Ilextype， Rubus type， type、
Persicaria type， Zelkowαtype， Quercus type， Fagus type， Alnus type， Betula type， 
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type司 juglanstype， Sa!ix type、Ga，f5eatype， Carex type， Gramineae type， Lenticularpullenit巴S
type， Selaginella type、Bacillus type， Deltoidsporites吟 Renifonnsporitestyp巴， Subtriangulars-
pontes typ巴
The standard of classiflcation is basεd on bladder， reticulate， aperture， membrane， aperturoid， 
spine， brochiぅ colpi，colpoid‘spinoid， spinul日日日nd shape etc. The classiflcation uf pollen 
and spore grains which are classed by the natural and form type classiflcations must be put 
under a order in the llear future. 
Pinus sp. 
P1. 1， flgs. 1-18 
1954. Pinus banksiana ERDTMAN p. 137ラ flg.421 
1954. Pinus brutia ERDTMAN p. 137 
1954. Pinus cembra ERDTMAN p. 137， flg. 425 
1954. Pinus contorta var. murr，αcvana ERDTMAN p. 138， fig目 427
1954. Pinus excelsαERDTMAN p. 138 
1954. Pinus haleρensis ERDTMAN p. 138 
1954. Pinus laucodermis ERDTMAN p. 138ヲ五g.423 
1954. Pinus montana ERDTMAN p. 138、Jig.426 
1954. Pinus n(gra ERDTMAN p. 138 
1954. Pinusρeuce ERDTMAN p. 138 
1954. Pinus JうinasterERDTMAN p. 138 
19:54. Pinusρinea EDTMAN: p. 141 
1954. Pinus rigida ERDTMAN p. 140 
1954. Pinus silvestris ERDTMAN p. 140， flg. 428 
1954. Pinus thunbet習が ERDTMAN p. 140 
1956. Pinus maritinza IrmsE p. 35 
1956. Pinus koraiensis IKusE p. 35 
1956. Pinus Bungeana IKusE p. 35 
1956. PinusρU1ηila IKusE p. 35 
1956. Pinus Thunbergii IImsE p. 35 
1956. Pinus densifiora IKusE p. 35 
1956. Pinus Banksiana IKusE p. 35 
1958. Pinus sp. 1 TOKUNAGA Pl. IV， flgs. 1， 3， 5、7，8 
1958. Pinus sp. 2 TOKUNAGA Pl. IV， fig. 2 
1958. Pinus sp. OZAKI & FUJI p. 574， Pl. 1， flgs. 1， 4， 5 
Size range 01 measured specimens 
long length of body 43--85μ， short length of boc1y 37-49 f1， br巴adthuf body : 37-59 
μ、aH叩sackdiamet巴r 31-48μ 
Description 01 sρecimens Grains with two air胆sacks;body round or slightly e1iptical in 
distal or proxirnal sicle， cap uf a well defined gran111ar texture and generally with a conspi働
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cuous nm at of transi tion to the distal part 
of the pollen grain; the specimen shown in P1. 
1， figo 1 is equatorial view， short length of body 
47 /1， and long length of body 53 /1， magnae， th己
length of the base of the bladders， measured in 
lateral view of the grain is 46 1， this sp巴clm日n
belonged to the silvestris-typ巴 described by 
RUDOLPH (1935)， the bladders of this specimen 
are more or less cOntr且ctedat their basal part 
and repr‘esent more than haH of the sphere， 
marginal crests occur on the surface of thεbody 
and are well developed， th巴 bodyis occupied 
reticulum and the air-sacks by subreticulum or 
nne reticul um; the shown in PL I，。
2 is ob1ique equatorial view， short length 45 f1 
and iong length 60 1， marginal crests unknown， 
the length of the bladder 34 /1， the specimen 
shown in Pl. 1， fig. 3 is oblique equatorial 
8hort length 43 1， long length 59μ フ thepollen 




8 Method to calibrate grains 
accompanying air sacks 
A long length 
B short length 
C breadth 
short length 37 /1， long length 43; the sp巴clm巴nshown in Pl. 1， figo 5 is equatorial 
short length 45μand long length 53μth巴 pollengrain shown in Pl. 1， fig. 6 is oblique 
equatorial view， short length 37 /1， long length unknown; the pollen shown in P1. 1， 
fig. 7 is oblique polar view， breadth 43μフ longlength 61 /1， th巴 specimenshown in Pl. 1， 
8 is oblique巴quaton乱 shortlength 47 /1， longth 63ρthe grain shown in PL 1， 
fig， 9 is breadth 37 1 and length 43 1， th巴 bl且dders1巴 about30 [1; the 
specimen shown in PL 1， fig， 10 is oblique 己quatorial short length 41 f1 and long 
length 52 p; the pollen grain shown in Pl. 1， fig. 11 is equatorial vi記w，short 49 f1 
乱ndlong length 63 fJ， this bladder belonged to the うloxylon-typedescribed by RUDOLPH 
(1935)， they are s巴micircular，broadly attached to the body; the specimen shown in PL 1， 
fig， 12 is oblique polar breadth 46μthe specimen shown in P1. 1 ，figo 13 is pol旦r
view， breadth 45 p旦ndlong length 48 1; the specim日n shown in Pl. 1，五g，14 is oblique 
polar brεadth 50 f1， long length 61 p; the pollen grain shown in Pl. 1， fig. 15 is polar 
view， breadth 39 [1， long length 43 1; the specimen shown in P1. 1，五g，16 is polar view， 
breadth 49μ， long length 53 f1; the specimen shown in Pl. 1，五g.17 is polar view， breadth 
51 1， long length 53 11; and the specimen shown in PL 1， ng， 18 is oblique polar view， 
bre旦dth44 f1， long length 47 /1， 
Remarks As point巴dout by GERASIlvIOV (1930) and as described by RUDOLPH (1935)， there 
are two gen巴raltypes of bladders， These types were th己 silvesfris回tvpeand the 
type respectively， 
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In the silvestris-type， the blac1ers are more or less contractec1 at their base anc1 represent 
more than half of the gr乱in. Accorcling to G. ERDTMAN (1954)， "in polar view， parts of three 
intersecting circles from the C'ontour of the grain; Pinus banksiana， Pinus montana， ancl 
Pinus silvestris may be usecl as examples of this type". Although th巴 presentsamples are 
c1iviclec1 into two types of the silvestris司typeand hatloxylOJふtype，but thεy are not di vicled 
into species by two types of blaclcler¥The pattern on the surface of pollen grain， reticulum 
on the blaclder and subreticulum or fine reticulum on the bocly grain， is altogether same in 
genus， therefore， the pattern on the surface of pollen grain does not become the inclicator of 
cl旦si品cation.
Occur・rencesin theρrωel1t material (T礼bles3 & 4) The type is abunclant in this region. 
Localities 乱1localities. 
Lαrix sp. 
Pl. V， figs. 18 & 19 
1954. Larix decidua ERDTMAN p. 132，五g.396 
1954. Lαrix occidel1talis ERDTMAN p. 134，五g.147 
1956. Larix kaempberi IKusE p. 36 
1957. Larix occidentalis ERDTMAN p. 28ラ fig.44 
1957. Larix gmelini var. j~ρonica ERDTMAN p. 28フ fig.454 
1957. Larix decidua fρolol1ica ERDTMAN p. 28，五g.45 B 
1957. Larix occidentalis ERDTMAN p. 28， fig. 45 C 
Size range of measuredゆecimens 6会65f1 in lateral view固
Description of specimens Grains acolpate， without air.sacks， spheroiclal， 64-65μin lateral 
view， magnae grain， exine smooth， exceedingly fine reticulum; the specimen shown in Pl. 
V， fig. 19 i8 lateral view， 65μin cliameter， magnae grain， exine smooth. 
Remarks This type is acolpate and about 60-70 f1 in cliameter， as example， Larix decidua 
usually 70 to 80μ(ERDTMAN 1957)， about 70ρ(V ASTERA8 1936)， 60 to 92μ(GERASIMOV 
1930); Larix occidentalis approximately 79 by 89ρin diameter (ERDTMAN 1954). This type 
belongs to 3Ba type (the Letter Nomination by M.IKusE 1956). The type belonging to 3Ba 
type and 60-70μin cliameter， isonly genus Larix in present plant pollen grain. 
Occurrel1ces of the measured mater旬1(Tables 3 & 4) This type is found very rare in 
the most of the samples of this area. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 10， 11， 12， 13， 14， 16， 17， 20a， 20b， 21， 22a-d， 23a-d， 24a-d， 
25a-cヲ 26，27， 28， 30a-c， 31a， 31b， 32， 33， 34a， 34b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 43， 44， 45a-b， 
47， 48ラ 49a-b，50， 52， 53， 54， 55， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 67a"":b， 69， 70， 71， 72， 
73， 74， 75， 77， 78， 81， 82， 85フ 88，93， 97a-b， 101， 102a-b， 103， 104， 105， 108， 111， 113. 
Abies sp. 
Pl. U， figs. 1 & 2 
1954. Abies sibirica ERDTMAN p. 130， fig. 390 
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1956. Abies Mariesii IKusE p. 35 
1958. Abies sp. TOKUNAGA p. 30， Pl. IV， fig. 2 
1958. Abies sp. OZAKI & FUJI : p. 574， Pl. 1， fig. 1 
Size range 01 measured specimens long length of body : 92-110ρ， short length of body : 
82-98 [1， air-sack diameter : 68-75μ 
Description 01 ~ρecimens Grains large， mostly over 90μin diameter， exine very thick， 
marginal crest unknown， boundary between the body and the bladders usually defined， bladders 
g巴nerallysmall in relation to the size of the grain， about 68-75 f1 in diameter; the specimen 
shown in Pl. I， fig. 1 is equatorial view， short length 98 f1， long length 110μ， permagnae 
grain， bladders 75ρin diamet巴r，marginal crest unknown， boundary between the body and 
the bladders shaply defined， patterns on the body grain subreticulum defined， reticulum 
on the bladders defined; the pollen grain shown in Pl. I， fig. 2 is equatorial view， short 
length 82μ， long length 92μ， magnae， bladder 68μin diameter， boundary between the body 
and the bladders shaply de五ned.
Remarks This genus has especialy following characters which are divided from other 
Gymnosperm pollen grain with bladder， that is to say， firstly， in size this type body is large， 
mostly over 90μin diameter， as example M. IKuSE (1956) described the value shown the 













(after M. IKusE， 1956， p.18) 
In the present plant， the poll巴ngrain over 100 f1 in diameter with bladders is only genus 
Abies. 
Secondary， the size of bladder is generally smaller than other pollen grain with air-sacks 
in relation to the size of the body grain. 
In genera Podocarpus and Pinus， the size of bladder is almost same the size of body grain， 
in genus Keteleeria， the bladder is about 5/8 of the long length of body grain. 
Finally， marginal crest is absent and the boundary between the body grain and air-sacks is 
shaply defined. The present writer determines that these specimens belong to genus Abies 
by above mentioned characters. 
Occurrences in the ρresent material (Tabl巴s3 & 4) This genus is found common in 
this area. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 17， 18， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22a-d， 23a目d，
24a-d， 25a-c， 26， 27， 28， 29， 30a-c， 31a-b， 32， 33， 34a-b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44， 
45a-b， 46a-b， 47， 48， 49a-b， 50， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 
67a-b， 68， 69， 70， 71， 72， 73， 74， 75， 76， 77， 78， 79， 80， 81， 82， 83， 88， 93， 96a-b， 97a-b， 101， 
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Tsugαsp. 
P1. VI， ng. 10 
1954. Tsug，αcanadensis ERDTMAN p. 143， ng. 441 
1954. Tsuga diversi.ルliaERDTMAN p. 143，匂.442
1954. Tsuga pattoniαna ERDTMAN p. 143 
1956. Tsuga diversilolia IIWSE p. 36 
Size ra幻ge01 measured sρecimens 82μin diameter. 
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Deωscαrz伊:pりtiω01ηz01 ~ψρecα1-rner.仰7幻1β'5 Pollen grains ciオlY児cu叫l1aぽrin pola瓜rv吋i己w，acαcor吋dingtωo ERDTMAN 
t丑laばt0町rCUp 
Spl11U叫le剖sunknown. 
Remarks This specimen belongs to 1-aperturate 3Ba typ巴 describedby IKUSE. 
Occurrences in theρresent material (Tables 3 & 4) Thi日typeis found rare in this area. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 5， 6， 7， 9， 10， 13， 14， 15， 16， 17， 20a-b， 22a-d， 24a， 24b， 24d， 25b， 25c， 
27， 29， 30b， 30c， 31a， 31b， 33， 34a-b， 36， 37， 38フ 40ラ 41，42， 43， 44， 45b， 45c， 46bラ47，48， 49a-
b， 50， 52， 53， 54， 55， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64、65，66， 67b， 69， 72， 74， 75， 76， 77， 78， 79， 
81， 82， 83， 84， 88、93，96a， 104， 108， 111， 113 
Podocαrpus sp. 
Pl. III， fig. 1 
1954. Podocarρus dacrydioides ERDTMAN p. 140， fig. 430 
1954. Podocartus Sρicatus ERDTMAN p. 140， fig. 430 
1954. Podocarpus sρinulosus ERDTMAN p. 142， fig. 431 
1956. Podocartus macro，ρhylla var. Maki IKusE p. 18， and p. 35 
1956. Podocarpus Nagi IKusE p. 18司 andp. 35 
1957. Podocartus angustilolius var. wrightii ERDTMAN p. 37，五g.59 A 
1957. PodocaJ沙問 coriaceusERDTMAN p. 37， fig. 59 B 
1957. PodocarpusαIPinus ERDTMAN p. 37， ng. 59 C 
1957. Podocarpus dacrydioides ERDTMAN p. 37，五g.60 A 
1957. Podocartus blumei ERDTMAN p. 37，五g.60 B 
1957. Podocarpus wallichianus ERDTMAN p. 38，五g.61 B 
1957. Podocartus minor ERDTMAN p. 38， fig. 61 C 
1957. Podocartus Nagi ERDTMAN p. 38，五g.61 D 
1958. Podocartus sp. OZAKI & FU]I p. 574， P1. 1，五g.3 
Size range 01 me郎 uredsρecimens 8hort length : 35κlong length : 42 fJ， diameter of 
bladder : 22μ 
Descrittion 01 ゆecimens Grains spheroidal， with two well.defined air四sacks，in size 40 
fJ in long length， furrow usually long， bladd巴rusually large; the specim巴nshown in Pl. III， 
五g.1 is equatorial view， short length 35 1， long length of the body grain 42 1， mediae grain， 
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bladder・22P in diameter固
Remarks In lateral the bladder of this genus Podocarpus has long己主 than the 
bladder of other gen巴rapollen grain with bladders. 
Occurrences in theβresent material (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
th巴 mostof th巴 samplesof this areaω 
1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 9， 12， 14， 15， 18， 22a， 22b， 23a-bフ 24aラ 24d，25a， 25c， 27， 
30bフ 33ヲ 38，44， 46a-b， 47， 51ラ 52，53， 55司 57，60、 68ラ 74，76， 77， 78， 79， 80， 
83ヲ 84，93， 101， 104， 108， 111， 1U 
Cry ptomeriαsp. 
(PL I， 4， 5， 6， 7 and 
1954. Taxodium distichum ERDTMAN p固五gs.435， 436 
1956. Taxodium distichμm IKusE: pι36 
1957. Taxodium mucronatum ERDTMAN p. 42， fig. 69 
1958. Taxodium sp. TOKUNAG.A Pl. figs“9 and 10 
1958. うtomeriasp. OZAKI and FUjI p. 574， PL 1， 6， 7， 8， 9 and 10図
1959固 Tαxodiaceaetyp巴 SHIMAKURiI⑬ p.75， Pl. I，五g.47 
Size range measured s1うecimens 28-32 P in diameter 
01 Grain similar to 
diamet日1・ thespecimen shown in PLII， fig. 4 is equatorial 
monoporatae， 28-32 11 in 
28 f1 in diametεr，工nediae
grain; the specimen shown in PL I，五g.5 is equatoI匂 view，29 P mediae grain; consisting 
of a conical projection which rises abruptly from the surface of grain; the pollen grain shown 
in Pl. I， fig. 6 is巴quatorial 32 f1 in diameter， mediae 
I， fig. 7 is 28 ;臼 mediaegr旦 witha 
of a conical papilla which rises abruptly from the surfacc of 
the grain shown in P!. 
germ pore， conslstlng 
the specimen shown in 
PL 五g.8 is equatorial vi己w，28 mediae grainラ monoporataeラ consistingof a conical 
Remarks These specimens belong to 3Ba type (the Let¥.er Nomination described by 
IKUSE 1956). From the view point of the type and the grain siz巴 ofthese sp己cimens，they 
are similar to Cephalotaxaceae， Cryptom日riaceae，Cupressaceae， Juniperace呂eand Taxaceae. 
Although there is a conical papilla al them， itis only CrYlうtomeriαth旦tthe ti p of conical 
papilla bend. In the specimens shown in PL I1. ng. 7 and 8 of the present writ日r'sspecimensフ
the tip of papilla bend， but other specimens are unknown. If the tip is not bend， from the 
view point of the grain size and the typ久 thesespecimens belong to Cephalotaxaceae， 
Cryptomeracea巴巴xcept Clァρtomeria，Cupressacea鳥 Juni peracea巴 and Taxaceae園 These 
specimens， however， belong to CηIjうtomeria.
Occurrances in theρresent mαterial (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very呂bundant
in all the districts. 
Locαlities al locali tieso 
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Juniperus sp. 
(PL VI， ng. 1) 
1954. Juniperus virginiana ERDTMAN p. 132‘五g.393 
1956. JuniPerus chinensis IKusE p. 37 
1956. JuηiPerusρrocumb仰 S IKusE p. 37 
1956. Juniperus rigidαIKUSE p. 37、PL2，五g.8 
Size ranges o[ measured sρecimen 31.5ρin polar view. 
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Description o[ s，ρ政;imens Gernl pore si tuat日dnear the upper end; the specimen shown 
in P1. VI， fig. 1 is polar view， one ap巴rturate，31.5μin polar view. 
Remark:s This specimen is l-aperturate 3B" type in th巴 Lett日rNomination of IK USE'S 
description 
Occurrences in the ρresent rnaterial (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
al this district 
Locαlity 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 7， 16， 18， 19， 22a-b， 22d， 25a， 25c， 30a， 31b， 33， 34b， 37， 40， 42， 
43， 44， 45a-b， 46a， 47， 48， 49bラ 51，53， 54， 55， 61， 68， 69， 73， 74， 76， 77， 78， 80， 82， 84， 96a-
b， 97 a-b， 102b， 103フ 104，108， 111. 
Compositae type 
P1. III，五gs.6ラ 7，and 8 
1952. Mutisia sρeciosa ERDTMAN p. 119， ng. 62 A 
1952. Centaurea scabiosa ERDTMAN p. 119， fig. 62 B 
1952. Tarchonanthus camρhoratus ERDTMAN p. 119， ng. 62 C 
1952. Adenostylωρetasi・tesERDTMAN p. 120， ng. 63 A 
1952. Stenαchaenium adenanthum ERDTMAN p. 120， fig. 63 B 
1952. ChrysαnthemU1似たucanthemumERDTMAN p. 120， fig. 63 C 
1952. Helianthusa nnuus ERDTMI¥N p. 120， fig. 63 D 
1952. Artemisia rupestris ERDTMAN p. 123， ng. 65 B 
1952. Gorteria d坊CusaERDTMAN p. 123， ng. 65 C 
1952. Ambrosia matitima ERDTMAN p. 125， fig. 66 C 
1954. Achulea mille[olium ERDTMAN p. 83，五gs.121 and 122 
1954. Artemisia borealis var. bottnica ERDTMAN p. 83， ngs. 125-126 
1954. Artemisia f tilesi ERDTMAN p. 83，五g.128 
1954. Bidens tripartita ERDTMAN p. 85，五g.135 
1954. CrePisραludosa ERDTMAN p. 85， ng. 139 
1954. Mulgedium lαρinum ERDTMAN p. 85，五g.140 
1956. Dαhlis variabilis IKusE p. 144 
1956. GnaPhalium affine IKusE p. 144 
1956. Gnaρhalium jaρonz圃cumIKusE p. 144 
1956園 GnaPhaliumindicum IKusE p. 144 
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1956. Leo叫ODI){U:um}alうonicumIKusE p. 144 
1956. Leontoρodium jαβonicum var. shiroumense IKusE p. 144 
1956. IKusE p. 144 
1956. Anαρhalis margaritaceαvar. angustior IKusE: p. 144 
1956. lnula ciliaris IKusE p. 144 
1956. lnula salicina v乱l¥asiaticaIKusE p. 144 
1956. lnulαbritannica subsp. うonicaIIwsE p. 144 
1956. lnula Helenium IKusE p. 144 
1956. Carpesium abrotαnoides IKusE p. 144 
1956. Cαゆesiumrasulatum IKusE p. 144 
1956. divar・'IcatumIKusE p. 144 
1956園 CaゅのiumMatsuei IKusE p. 145 
1956. Carpのiumcernuum IKusE p. 145 
1956. Caゆesiumtriste IKusE p. 145 
1956. LeibnitziaAnandria IKusE p. 145 
1956. Pel'tya scandens IKusE p. 145 
1956. Macroclinidium robustum IKusE p. 145 
1956. Mαcroclinidium trilobum lKUSE p昭 145
1956. Ainsliaea aρiculata IKusE p. 145 
1956. AinsliaeaαIKUSE 固 p.145 
1956. Ainsliaea linearis lKUSE p. 145 
1956. Ambrosia t1'併daIKusE p. 145 
1956 Xanthium strumarium IKUSE p. 145 
1956. Eupato1'ium IKusE p. 145 
1956. Ad仰 ostemmαLavenialrWSE p. 145 
1956. Solidαgo lKUSE p. 145 
1958. Composita邑 typeOZAKI and FUjJ p. 574， P1. I. fig. 19 
1959. Composi tae SHIMAKURA p. 75， PL 1， fig. 40; PL !I， fig. 84 
Size range meαsured 33.5-41.5 f1 in diameter 
Description olspecimens Grains usually oblate spheroidal， 33.5-41.5 /1， media巴 grainラ
grains wi th composi te apertures usually 3-colporate， spines 6-8 p， spinules 2.5μthe 
specimen shown in Pl. III， fig. 7 is polar view， 33.5 P mediaεgrain， spines 6-8 [1， spinules 
2.5μthe grain shown in Pl. III， ng. 6 is polar vi巴w，34 f1ラ mediaegrain， ther巴arespines 
and spinules， the ridges are provided high I'ighεs， th巴 ridgesarεprovided with prominent 
sharp spines， while th巴 fioors of the lacuna巴フ enclosed by the ridges， the pattern of the grain 
as well as in Sventeniaヲ accordingto ERDTMAN (1952) 収Sventeniabupleoroides， grains 
3-colpoidorate，土speroidal，about 26 x 26μ(sexine not included)， 40 x42μ(sexine included). 
Colpoids short， fainly delimited. Ora distinct lalongate. Tectum exhibiting 17 smooth 
lacunae and depression， s巴paratedby spinuliferous ridges (on the ridges surrounding each 
apertur・巴 there are about 4-16 spinules in all). Besides th巴 two pol且rareas there are 3 poral 
lacunae and 6 abporal and 6 paraporal depressions固 Theabporal depressions are situelted 0)1 
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th巴 samemeridians as the poral lacunae and usually communicate with the latter by means 
of small gaps. Thr巴eequatorial ridges separ乱t巴 theparaporal depressions of one h巴lllisphere
from those of the other. The po]ar areas are often provided with detached or rudimentary 
ridge fragmentsηthe specimen shown in Pl. III， fig. 8 is polar view， 34μin cliameter， 
mediae grain， ridges clefInit巴.
Rernatks These sp巴cimensdescribecl in this paper lllay belong to Sventenia. These 
grains belong to 6Bb type described by IKusE (1956). 
Occurrances in theρresent rnaterial (Table 3 and 4)・ Thesespecimens are found common 
in the most of samples from thes巴c1istricts.
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5フ 6，7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 16， 17， 18， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22乱-d，23乱-cl，
24a-d， 25a-c， 26， 27， 28フ 29，30a-c， 31a， 31b， 32， 33， 34b， 35， 37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44， 
45a-c， 46a-b， 47， 49a-b， 50， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57ラ 58，60， 91， 92， 63， 64， 65， 66， 67a-b， 68， 
69， 70， 71， 72， 74フ75，76， 77， 78， 79， 81， 82， 83， 85， 88， 93， 96a-b， 97b， 101， 105， 111， 113 
Bidens sp. 
Pl. VI， i.g. 20 
1933. Bidens tritartita YAMASAKI p. 22 anc1 p. 59， Pl. 59， fIg. 172 
1954. Bidens tritartita ERDTMAN p. 86， fIg. 135 
1956. Bidens frondosa IKusE p. 148 
1956固 Bidenstritartita IKusE p. 148 
1956. Bidensがlosavar. rninor IKusE p. 148 
1956. Bidens biternata IKusE p. 149 
Size tange 01 rneasured sρecirnen.s 24μin polar view. 
Descrittion 01 ゆecirnen Grain shown in Pl. VI， i.g. 20 is pol乱rview， 24μin diameter 
in polar view， pollen apertures inc1istinct and abundant 
Rernatks This specimen is 3-colporate 6Bb type d巴scribedby IKusE. 
Occurrences in the Jうresentrnaterial (Tables 3ancl 4) This specimen is found very rare 
in the most of samples from these clistricts. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 7， 13， 18， 19， 21， 22b-d， 23a， 24d， 30a， 39， 40， 43， 44， 45a-b， 46a， 
48， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 60， 61， 63， 66， 69， 75， 77， 78， 79， 80， 83， 85フ 96b，97b， 104ラ 111.
Menyαnthes sp. 
Pl. VI，五gs.3， 4 and 5 
1933. Menyanthes triloliata Y AMASAKI p. 17 and p. 46， Pl.ng. 132 
1952λlenyαnthes triloliata ERDTMAN p. 185 
1954. Menyanthes tr~舟liata ERDiMAN p. 101， figs. 198， 199 and 200 
1956. Menyanthιs triloliata IKusE p. 123 
Size range 01 rneasured stecIJηens 34μin polar view， 36-38μin equatorial view 
Descrittion 01 sρecimens Accorcling to ERDTMAN (1954)， "General plan of the grain 
similar to that of Gentiana pneumonanthe. The exine has a well defined str匂tedappearance 
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which 1S due to a great number of low and densely， though somewhat irregularly， 
ridges"; grain shown in Pl. VI， ngs. 3， 4， and 5 ar己 tricolpatetype grain， ng. 3 is polar 
view; 4 is equatorial view， g巳rmpores distinctゐ
Remarks These types are 3-colporate 6Bb type described IKusE. 
Occurrences in theβresent matetial (T且bles3 and 4) These specim日nsare found rare 
in th巴 mostof samples from these districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 3ラ 4，6， 9， 10， 15， 16， 18， 19， 20a-b， 22a， 22c-d， 23a-d， 24a， 24c， 25a-c， 
26， 27， 28， 29， 30a-c， 33， 34a， 37， 38フ 39，40， 42， 43， 44， 45a-c， 46a-b， 47， 48フ 49a-b，51， 
52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 61， 64， 65， 66， 67a-h， 69， 72， 73， 75， 76， 77， 78， 80ヲ 81，
82， 83ラ 84.85， 88， 96a-b， 102b， 111. 
Rlwdodendron自p.
PLγ， ng. 1 
1933. Ledul符 LINNE var. minus Y AMASAKI PL 42， 120 & 121 
1933 Chα r:ai:vcuU1ta Y I¥.M.I¥.SI¥.KI PL 42，五g.122 
1952. Rhododendron subsessilis ERDTMAN p. 161 
1952. Rhododendr.仰 cayaωbienseERDTMAN p. 162， ng. 93 A 
1956. Rhododendron Keiskei IKusE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron Fauriae IKUSE p圃 116
1956. Rhododend仰 1， lKUSE p. 116 
1956. R加dodendr，仰 αureumIKusE p固 116
1956. Rhododendron aureum f senanense IKusE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron lKUSE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron T側 akaeIKusE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron Tschonoslui lKUSE. p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron trinerve lKUSE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron serpyl抑制iumIKusE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendm判的dicumIKUSE p. 116 
1956. Rhodode1，dro1， lKUSE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron obtusum IKusE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendro1， mactoseραlum IKusE p. 116 
1956. Rhodode1，dn側 dilatatumIKUSE p. 116 
1956. Rhododendron Weyrichii lKUSE. p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron Wada1，um IKUSE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron reticulatum IKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhodode1，dron kiusianum IKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron mucronulatum var. ciliatum IKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendrθn ケamαIKUSE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron eriocαゆusIKusE p. 117 
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1956. Rhododendron Tashiroi lKUSE p. 117 
1956. Rhodod仰のonillbt町 htiIKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendronρentαρhyllum IKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron japonicum IKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron camtschaticum IKusE p. 117 
1956. Rhododendron SchliJぅρenbachiilKUSE p. 117 
Size range 01 rneasured specimen tetrad size 63 p， single grain size 21 f1 
Desc1"争tion01 sρecimen According to ERDTMAN (1954)， "Grains similar to those in the 
Ericaceae， united in 巴traheclraltetrads， tricolpate， furrows 8hor1:， narrow， tapering. Each is 
flattened against Its thr巴elleighbours In the tetradラ theflattening extending very near to the 
equator of the grains. The furrows of each cell contiguous and continuous wIth those of its 
three neighlコoursdriectly across the edges of their faces of contact. Each furrow encloses a 
single germinal aperture near its point of contact with the furrow of the neighbouring grain. 
A narrow， ektexinous furrow is seen crossing the contact surfaces of two graIns. Its I:apering 
ends are surroundecl by what seems to be endexinous thickenings. These formations taper 
slightly towards the ends of the furrow and are abruptly cut at the己quators. The germinal 
apertures， th巴refore，appear as narrow chann巴lsbetween the endexinous contact wal1s on one 
side and the endexinous thickenillgs on the other. Comparison may be mad巴 withEricaceae 
pollell， where th巴 germinal appertures sometimes look like equatorial transverse furrows. 
The ektexine appe乱r5to be confined to the general surface of the tetrad， forming a thinヲ
5mooth coat， cut by th巴 twelv巴 colpae，whichunite to form six composite furrows with 12 
general ap巴rturesin all". The specimen shown in PL V， ng. 1 is tetrad size and 21ρ1n 
single tricolpate grain siz巴.
Remat!?s This specimen belongs to 7Cc type described by IKusE. 
Occurrences in theρresent mate1旬1(Tables 3 and 4) This specimen is found very rare 
in the most of sampl巴sfrom these districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 6， 7， 12， 13， 15， 18， 19， 20a， 22a-b-c-d， 23a， 23d， 24d， 27， 31， 39フ44，45b，
46b， 47， 48， 49a， 51， 52， 53， 55， 56， 57， 58， 60， 65， 66， 67a， 68， 74， 75， 78， 83， 84， 96a-b， 97， 
101， 102a-b， 103， 108フ 111.
品fyriophyllumsp. 
(PL IV，五gs.14， 15 and 16) 
1952.λめiYioρhyllum5ρicatum ERDTMAN p. 201， ng. 118A 
1954. 1砂rzoρhyllumalterniflorum ERDTMAN p. 101，五gs.205-207 
1954. Myrioρhyllum heteroPhyllum ERDTMAN p. 102，五g.208
1954. l¥今rioρhyllumsρicatum ERDTMAN p. 102， ugs. 209-212 
1954. Myrioρhyllum verticillatum ERDTMAN p. 102，五gs.213-215 
1956. 1今rioρhyllumsρicatum IKusE p. 111 
1958. Myrioρhyllum sp. OZAKI and FUJI p. 574フ PL1， ugs. 14-15 
Size range 01 meαsured sρecimens 25-27 f1 in polar view 
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Descrittion Grains aspidat巴 suboblateヲ angularin outHne， with four pores 
at the angles of square， pores provided wIth elongate apertures， equally spaced around the 
equator; the specimen shown in PL IV，五g.14 is polar suboblate to square， 25.5μ 
mediae grain， por巴ssituated at four angles of square; the gr旦inshown in Pl. IV，五g.15 is 
polar view， square， 27μmediae grain， pores indistinct; the specimen shown in Pl. fig. 
16 is polar squ旦re，25μlTI邑diaegrain固
Remarks These specimens are 6Ab-c type d己scrib巴dby IKusE (1956). According to 
some botanists， 1今riovhyllumα25-35ρindiameter， M. heter坤hyllum27-3211， 
M. sρicatum 23-35 /1， and M. verticillatum 24-35μFrom the grain size 乱ndthe grain 
shape， the pres巴ntwriter's specimens belong to Betulaceae (Alnus)， Haloragaceae (Haloragis， 
and Coriar九cea巴 tosome there m乱ybe a slight 
similarity between lVlyrio同yllumpoll巴ngrain and the pollen of Alnus or Betul仏
AめJriOlう pollengrainラ lacks旦 noris its pore pattern the same as in Alnus 
and Betula. 
Occurrences in the material (Tables 3 and 4) These specimens ar巴 foundvery 
rare in the most of samples from thes巴 districts.
Localities 1， 2ヲ 5，7， 10， 13， 14， 15， 17， 22c， 26， 30bラ 34b，35， 38， 40， 44， 45a-c， 46旦-b，
47フ 48，49a-b， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58フ 61，64， 65ヲ 66，67a-b， 68， 69， 70ヲ 72，73， 74， 75， 
76， 77， 78， 80， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 96a-b， 102b， 111. 
Oenothera田po
(Pl. V， figs. 5 and 
1952. Oenothera biennis ERDTMAN p. 293，五g.171 D 
1954. Oenotheraceae ERDTMAN p. 112， ngs. 282-284 
1956固 OenotheraLamarchianαIKUSE p. 110 
1956. Oenothera odorata IKusE p園 110
1956. Oenothera仰 rvifloraIKusE p. 110 
Size range measured steGImens' 84μin polar vi巴w
Descrittion 01 sρecimens The specimens shown in Pl.五g.5 i8問 ualto PL Vヲ fig.
6. These specimens 乱repolar view， i.n pol乱rview triangular in outline with one pore at 
each angle， 84μin polar vie明ら magna<巴 grain.
Remαrks This specimen is 3-porate 5B type by IKusE. In the grain shape 乱ndthe 
grain size， this specim巴nmay belong to Oenothera of Family Oenotherac巴ae.
Occurrences 仇 the material (Tables 3 and 4) This specimen is found very rare 
in the s乱mplesfrom these districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 7， 14， 16， 18， 19， 22a-c， 26， 45a-b， 46a-bフ 47，48， 49， 51， 53， 56， 
57， 60， 66， 69， 78， 81， 83， 85， 96a-b， 97a-b， 102b， 103， 104， 108， 111， 113. 
Tilia却@
くP!.III， figs園 13and 
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1952. Tilia am.ericmza ERDTMAN p. 435 
1952. Tilia cordafa ERDTMAN p. 435 
1952. Tilia tomentosa ERDTMAN p. 435 
1954. Tilia americana ERDTM AN p. 124， fig. 359 
1954. Tiliαcordala ERDTMAN p. 124， figsフ 361，362 and :363 
1954. Tilia platYlうhyllosaERDTMAN p. 124百五g目 364
1954. Tilia tomentosαERDTMAN p. 124司 fig.365 
1956. Tiliαjαρonica IKusE p. 103 
1956. Tilia Miqueliana IKusE p. 104 
1956. Tilia kiusiana IKusE p. 104 
1956. Tilia sp. SHIMAKURA p. 75， P1.I， fig. 74 
Size range of measured specimens 24-31.5μin diameter 
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Descriρtion of specI1nω7S Grain suboblat巴 tooblate， tricolpat巴 ("lessfrequently 3-4-
porate， 4-colporate， 4-ruporate， 6-rugorate， or oligoforate" by ERDTMAN 1952)， furrows short， 
pitlike d巴pressionsenclose circular germ pores， time reticulum on the grain unknown in 
fossil; the specimen shown in P1. I， fig. 13 Is polar view， 24ρin diameter， minutae grain， 
tricolpate， depressions enclosed germ pores indistinct， furrow inc)istinct; the grain shown in 
Pl. III， :fig. 14 is polar view， 31.5μin diameter， mediae grain， tricolpate， furrow indistinctヲ
depressions enclose distinctly circular germ pore. 
Remarks Thes巴 grainsar巴 6Ntype described by IKusE (1956). Accordil1g to her， Tilia 
japonica 31-32 x35-37.5ρ Tilia Miqueliana 21-23.5 x24一部門 TiliaKiusianα2ト22x28
-31.5ρand these specimens b巴longto 6Aa type. 1n ]apanese plant， the genus belonging 
to this type is only one genus Tilia. From the view point of size ancl type of the 
specimens， the grains shown in Pl. III，五g.13 and fig. 14 are similar to Tilia kiusiana. 
Occurrences in theρ1'esent mωlerial (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare 
from these districts. 
Localities 1， :?， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 9， 10フ 14，15， 16， 17， 18， 19フ 20a，22a， 22c1， 23a-dフ 24b，24c，
25b， 25c， 26， 27， 28， 29， 30b， 31a， 32， 33， 34a-b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 40， 41， 42フ 43，44， 45a， 45c， 
46a， 47， 51， 52， 53， 55， 56フ58，59， 60， 61， 62， 64， 65， 66， 67b， 68， 70， 71， 72， 74， 75， 77， 79， 
81， 83， 93， 96a-b， 104， 111， 113. 
llex sp. 
(P1. III，五gs.10 and 11) 
1952. Ilex canariensis ERDTMAN p. 54，五g.18c 
1954. Ilex verticillata ERDTMAN p. 68，五g.46 
1956. Ilex serrata IKusE p. 100 
1956. Ilex crenata 1KusE p. 100 
1956. Ilex Sugeloki 1KusE p. 100 
1956. Ilex Sugeroki var. longipedunculala 1KusE p. 100 
1956. Ilex totunda IrwSE p. 100 
1956. Ilex chinensis IKusE p. 100 
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1956. Ilex rugosa IKusE p固 100
1956. Ilex leucoclαda IKusE p. 100 
1956. llex 狗liαIKUSE p. 100 
1956. llex integra IKusE p. 100 
1956. Ilex sp. 1 TOKUNAGA PLγ， fig. 24 
1958固 llexsp. 2 TOKUNAGA PL V，五g.23 
Size in the measured stθcimens 23.5-24 f1 in diameter 
Descr争tion01ゅecimens Grains subprolate or subob!ateラ tricolpateフ furrowsbroad and 
longヲ g巴rmpor日呂町presentedbelow the centεr of each furrow; the specimen shown in Pl. 
IU， fig. 10 i8 polar view， 24.5μin diam巴ter，minutae， tricolpate， piloid rodlets unknown， 
germ por巴s2 f1in length of polar vi巴w;the specimen shown in PL fig. 11 is polar 
view， 23.5 f1 minutae， tricolpate， piloid rodlets u叫mown，three germ pore 3圃5μinlength 
of polar view. 
Remαrks Thesεspecimens ar日 6Bbtypε とlescr旬tedby IKusE (1956). According to IKusE， 
in Japanes巴 resentpl旦nt，the 6Bb type pollen grain with乱bout1-2xl-3.5 f1 pilotid is only 
Family Aquifoliace且e.
As the piloid rodlets of the pres巴ntwriter's specim巴n， are unknown， the d巴tail
position of classification i8 regretfully unknown。
Occurre幻cesin the material (Tabl巴s3 and 4) This type i8 found rare in these 
districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6フ 7，12， 13， 14， 15， 17， 18フ 19，20bヲ 22a，23a-d， 24a， 24b， 
25a， 26， 27ラ 28，29， 30旦， 30b， 31b， 32， 33， 34a-b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 40， 45a-b， 46a-bフ 47，49b， 50， 
51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 67a-b， 69， 71， 73ラ 74，75， 76フ 77， 79， 
80， 82， 83， 88フ 96a， 101， 103. 
Rubus蕗p.
Pl.五gs.23 and 24 
1933. Rubus arcticus IKusE p. 12 and p. 30， Pl. 30， fig. 88 
1933. Rubus Chamaemorus YAMASAKI p. 12 and p. 30， Pl. 30， fig， 89 
1954置 Rub唱lSChamaemorus ERDTMAN p. 120， 331 and 332 
1956. Rubus Sieboldi IKusE p. 90 
19560 Rubus mic同 IKUSE p. 90 
1956. Rubus cratαegifolius IKusE p， 90 
1956， Rubus jうseudo“AcerIKUSE' p. 90 
1956. Rubus trifidus IKusE p. 90 
1956. Rubus palmatus var. coptoPhyllus IKUSE p. 90 
1956. Rubus minusculus IKUSE p. 90 
1956. Rubus Yabei IKusE p， 90 
1956. Rubus jうedatusIKusE p， 90 
Size range 01 measured specimens 24.5-25μin polar view 
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Description of sρeciηzens・ Accordingto ERDTMAN (1954)， "Exine provided with blunt 
spines of somewhat varying length， oft巴1irregularly plac巴doverthe surface"; the specimen 
shown in Pl. V1，五g.23 is polar view， 24.5μin diameter i1 polar view， spines are spinules 
2-3μin length， reticulum and stria巴 indistinct;the pollen grain shown in Pl. V1， fig. 24 is 
polar view， 25μin diameter， spinules and striae indistinct. 
Remarks These specimens belog to 3-colporat巴 6Bbtype of the Letter Nornination 
describ巴dby 1KusE (1956). 
Occurrences in theρresent materlal (Tables 3 and 4) This type is very rare. 
Locαlities 1， 2， 4句 7，14， 22b噌 22d，24b， 25a， 31b， 33， 34b， 42， 44， 45a， 46b， 49b， 53， 54， 
57， 58， 60， 61， 69ラ 71，73， 74， 77， 78， 80， 81， 84， 97b， 102b， 111， 113. 
Nuphαr Sll. 
Pl. V1， fig. 14 
1954. Nu戸haradvena ERDTMAN p. 110司五g.256 
1954. Nuphαr luteum ERDTMAN p. 110， fig. 257 
1954. Nuρharρumilum ERDTMAN p. 110，五g.258 
1956. NuPhar japonicum var. rubrotinctum lKUSE p. 71 
1956. Nuphαr jaρonicum lKUSE p. 71 
1956. Nuρharρumilum var. ozzense hCUSE p. 71 
Size range of measured specimens 47μin lateral vi己w.
Description of specimen Grains more or less boat shape， the spin巴 ofthe grain surface 
8hort; the specimen shown in Pl. V1， fig. 14 is lateral view， 47ρ， spines clear. 
Remar.先ks This呂 5叩pεclm巴nbe光叫long巴dtωo 2N type of t出heLetter Norni出na抗tiぬonde呂Cαr勾仏巳吋dby 
1KUSE (1956). 
Occurrences in the ρresent mαterial (Tables 3 and 4) This type Is found very rare in 
the samples frorn these districts. 
Locαlities 1， 2， 4， 6， 7， 12， 13， 15フ 18ラ 22c-d，28， 33， 42， 43， 46a， 48， 49a-b， 57， 61， 69， 
73フ 74，78， 79， 84， 96b， 102b， 103， 104， 105， 108， 111. 
Persicαriα呂lJ.
Pl. I， figs. 24， 25ヲ 26and 27; Pl. V1， fig. 17. 
1956. Persicaria umbellata IKusE p. 66 
1956. Persicaria nepalensis 1KusE p. 66， Pl.12， fig. 5 
1956. Persicariαρerfoliata IKusE p. 66 
1956. Persicaria Maackiana 1KusE p. 66 
1956. Persicariαsentcosa lKUSE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria triangularis 1KusE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria hastato-lriloba IKusE p. 67 
1956. Persicw-ia Thunbergii lKUSE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria longisefa IKusE p. 67 
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1956. Persicaria Roettleri IKusE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria lanuifiora IKusE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria jφ仰 icaIKusE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria Maki仰 ilKUSE p. 67 
1956. Persicaria cochinchinensis lKUSE p. 67 
1958. Polygonum sp. OZAKI and FUJI p. 574， Pl.I， fig. 20 
1959. Persicaria sp. SHIMAKURA p. 75， Pl.I， fig. 12 
Size range 01 measured S.ρecimens 27-37.5μin diameter 
Dωcription 01 s.ρecimens Grains oblate spheroidal in equatorial view， polyforate grain 
in polar view， mediae， pentagonal or hexagonal subreticulum; the specimen shown in Pl. I， 
fig. 24 is polar view， 37.5μpolyforate; the grain shown in Pl. II，五g.25 polar view， 30.5 
μin diameter polyforate， the specim巴nshown in Pl. I， fig. 26 polar view， 27μpolyforate， 
p巴ntagonaland hexagonal subreticulums; the grain shown in Pl. II， fig. 27 polar vi巴w，27μ
in diameter polyforate; the grain shown in Pl. VI， fig. 17 polar view， 31μin diameter. 
Remarks The present writer's specimens belong to poly (ca. lo-30)-forate 4C' type. 
Occurrences in the tresent material (Tables 3 and 4) The type is found abundant in 
the most of the samples from these districts. 
Localities: 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 16， 17， 18， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22a-d， 23a-d， 
24a-d， 25a-d， 26， 27， 28， 29， 30a-c， 31a-b， 32， 33， 34a-b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44， 
45a-c， 46a-b， 47， 48， 49a-b， 50， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 
67a， 67b， 68， 69， 70， 71， 72， 73， 74， 75， 76， 77， 78， 79， 80， 81， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 93， 96a-b， 
97a-b， 101， 102a-b， 103， 104， 105， 108， 111， 113. 
Zelkowαsp. 
Pl. III， figs. 3 and 4 
1952. Zelkoωα crenαta ERDTMAN p. 442 
1952. Zelkowa serrata ERDTMAN p. 442 
1952. Hemiptele，α(Zelkowa) davidii ERDTMAN p. 442 
1956. Zelkowa serrata IKusE p. 62 
Size range 01 measured S.ρecimens 33 -34ρin polar view 
Description 01 s.ρecimens Grains suboblate， 30-35 p. in diameter， germ pores generally 
five， their aperture 4-6 p. in length， equatorially arranged， the fine reticulum appearance 
more or less to the surface of the pollen grain; the specimen shown in Pl. III ，fig. 3 is 
polar view， 32 p. in diameter， mediae grain， suboblate grain， germ pore situated in five 
angles， pentagonal grain in polar view， pore 4μin length in polar view， patterns on the 
grain unknown; the pollen grain in Pl. III，五g.4 is polar view， 34 p. in diameter， mediae 
grain， suboblate grain， germ pores situated in five angles， pentagonal grain in polar view， 
pores about 6 f1in length in polar view， patterns defined at th巴equatorialzone of this grain. 
Remarks These specimens belong to 5N type in the Letter Nomination described by 
lKUSE in 1956. In the grain size and the type， these specimens belong to Family Ulmaceae， 
which includes Alうhananthea砂防α，Celtis sinensis， Zelkowa serrata and Ulmus tarvilolia 
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etc. 1n other genera except Zelkowa， the grain size is smaller thal1 Zelkoω仏 These
日pecimensare gel1us Zelkowa as above mentiol1ed description. 
Occurrences in theρresent material (Tables 3 and 4) The type is found rare in the 
most of these clistricts. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7司 9，14， 15. 18， 20b， 22a， 22b， 22d， 23b， 23d， 24a-d， 25b， 25c， 
27， 30b， 31a， 34b， 36， 37ヲ 40，41， 44， 45b-c、46a，47， 49b， 50， 51， 52、53，54， 55， 56， 59， 60， 61， 
62司 63，64， 66， 67a-b， 68， 69， 70， 71， 72， 73， 75， 76， 77， 78、79，81， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 96a-b， 
97a， 101司 102b，103， 104， 108， 111， 113. 
Quercus sp. 
Pl. V宅五gs.8， 9， 10， and 11 
1952. Quercus oleoides ERDTMAN p. 177 
1952. Quercus cerris ERDTMAN p. 177 
19.54. Quercus borealis ERDTMAN p. 100， ng. 188 
1954. Quercus ilex ERDTMAN p. 100，五gs.189， 190， 191 
1954. Quercus 1'obur ERDTMAN p. 100，五gs.192， 193 
1954. Quercus sessiliflora ERDTMAN p. 100， ngs. 194司 195
1956. Quercus acuta IKusE p. 62 
1956. Quercus acutissima IKusE p. 62， Pl. 10， ng. 2 
1956. Quer，α'4S dωztata IKusE p. 62 
1956. Quercus glauca IKusE p. 62 
1956. Quercus mongりlicavar. grosseserrata IKusE p. 62 
1956. Quercusρhillyraeoides IIwsE p. 62 
1956. Quercus serrata IKusE p. 62 
1956. Quercus variabilis IKusE p. 62 
1958. Querclts sp. OZAKI and FUJI p.57Ll， Pl. 1，五gs.11， 12， 13. 
Size range 01 measltred sρecimens 24-37.5μin diameter 
Description 01 s!Jecimens Grains subprolate to spheroidal， tricolpate; the specirnen shown 
in Pl. V， ng. 8 is oblique equatorial vi巴w，32μmediaegrain， pore situated in the angles， 
furrows narrow， spinules lacking; the specimen shown， 28 f1， mediae grain， furrows narrowフ
of medium length， spinules lacking; th巴 specimenshown in Pl. V， ng. 10 is obliqu巴polar
view， 24μin polar viewラ minutaegrainフ poressituated in the angles， furrows narrow， 
spinules unknown. 
Remαrks According to IKusE (1956)， this typ巴 belongsto 6Bb-c type. As the sculpture 
is lack， ifthis pollen grain is detennined by the grain size and shape， this pollen grain 
must be one genus among Heli仰 thus，Querclts， Castanoρsis， Tetragonia， Citrus， Eltonymus， 
Pleuropteroρ'yrum etc. Th巴 differencebetween Helianthus， Quercus， Castanopsis， Tetragonia 
anc1 the three others is as next character. The former has many spinules 011 the perine， but 
the latter has not spinule and it has reticulum. As the sculpture日 arelack in fossil pollen 
grains， thi日c1if♀renceis entirely indistinguishabk 
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Occurrences in the ρresent material (Tables 3 and 4) The type is common in thes巴
area. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 16， 17， 18， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22a-d， 23a-d， 
24a-d， 25a-c， 26， 27， 28， 29， 30a-c， 31a-b， 32， 33， 34a-b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44， 
45a-c， 46a-b， 47， 48， 49a-b， 50， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 
67a， 67b， 68， 69， 70， 71， 72， 73， 74， 75， 76， 77， 78， 79， 81， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 93， 96a， 97a-b， 
101， 102a-b， 103， 104， 105， 108， 111， 113. 
Fαgus sp. 
Pl. VI， figs， 12 and 13 
1952. Fagus silvaticαERDTMAN p. 177 
1954. Fagus silvatica ERDTMAN p. 98， figs. 181， 182， 183 
1956. Fa伊 screnata !KUSE p. 61 
1956. Fagus japonica IKusE p. 62 
1958. Fagus sp. TOKUNAGA Pl. V，五g.42
Size range 01 measured s，ρecimens 31μin oblique equatorial view. 33 f1 in polar view 
Description 01 s，ρecimens Grains spheroidal， tricolpate， diam巴ter(却す30-34(-38)ρ(after
RUDOLPH and FIRBAS 1924)， 26-46ρ(after CERNJAVSKI 1935)， aproximately 44μ(after 
ZANDER 1935)， furrows proportinately shorter than in Castaneαand Auercus， each furrow 
has a distinct， equatorial germ pore; the specimen shown in Pl. VI， fig. 12 is oblique 
equatorial view， 31ρin diameter; the pollen grain in Pl. VI，五g.13 is polar view， 33 f1 in 
diameter in polar view. 
Remarks These specimens are 3-colporate 6Bb-c typedescribed by IKusE (1956) 
Occurences in the ρresent material (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found abundant in 
the samples from these districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 4， 6， 7， 10， 12， 14， 15， 18， 19， 22b， 23b， 28， 30a， 30c， 32， 38， 42， 43， 44， 
45a-c， 46a， 47， 48， 49a-b， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 60， 63， 68， 69， 70， 71， 72， 74， 77， 78， 79， 
81， 82， 83， 93， 96a-b， 97a-b， 101， 102a-b， 103， 104， 108， 111， 113， 
Alnus sp. 
Pl. IV， figs. 1， 2， and 3 
"' 1933. . Alnus alnobetula YAMASAKI p. 16， fig. 39 
1933. Alnus tinctoria YAMASAKI p. 16， fig. 40 
1954. Alnus glutinosa ERDTMAN p. 71， figs. 50-53 
1954. Alnus incana ERDTMAN p. 71， figs. 54-58 
1954. Alnus rugosa ERDTMAN p. 71， fig. 59 
1954. Alnus viridis E宜DTMAN p. 71， figs. 60-61 
1956. Alnusβrma lKUSE Pl. 9， fig. 11 
1956. Alnus hirsta IKusE p. 61 
1956. Alnus japonica IKusE Pl. 52， figs. 64， 65; p.61 
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1956. Alnus serrulatoides IKusE p. 61 
1956. Alnus Maximowiczii IKUSE p. 61 
1956. Alnusρ仰 dulaIKusE p. 61 
1956. Alnus Sieboldiana IKusE p. 61 
1958. Alnus sp. 1 TOKUNAGA p. 37， Pl.VII，五gS.4， 5， 10 
1958. Alnus sp. 2 TOKUNAGA p. 37， Pl.VII， fig. 3 
1958. Alnus sp. OZAKI and FUJI p. 574， Pl.II， fig. 28 
Size range 01 the measured ~ρecimens 20.5-25.5 f1 in diameter 
Descr争tion01 s.ρecimens Grains oblate spheroidal to suboblate; the specimen shown in 
Pl. IV， fig. 1 is polar view， pentagonal according to the number of pores， 25μin polar 
view， minutae grain， pores situated in the angles， elliptical shaped， five pores 4.5ρin long 
length， fine reticulum lacking; the specimen shown in Pl. IV， fig. 2 ispolar view， pentagonal， 
20.5μin polar view， minuta巴 grain，pores situated in the angles， pore length indistinct， 
fine reticulum unknown; the specimen shown in Pl. IV， fig. 3 is polar view， pentagonal， 
25.5μin polar view， pores situated in the angles， elliptical or slit shaped， five pores 3 f1in 
long length，五ner巴ticulumlacking. 
Remarks This type belongs to 6N type. The genera belonged to this type are divided 
into three sub-types from the size. This species may belong to Alnus. 
Occurrences in the ρresent material (Tables 3 and 4) The type is found rare in the 
most of the samples of these localities. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 17， 18， 20a-b， 21， 22a-d， 23a-d， 24a-d， 
25a-c， 26， 27， 28， 29， 30a-c， 31a-b， 33， 34a-b， 35， 36， 37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44， 45a-c， 
46a-b， 47， 48， 49a， 50， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 67a-b， 68， 69， 
70， 71， 72， 73， 74， 75， 76， 77， 79， 80， 81， 83， 85， 88， 93， 96a-b， 97a-b， 101， 102a-b， 103， 105， 
108， 113. 
Betula sp. 
Pl. VI，五g.18 and 19 
1952. Betulαnana ERDTMAN p. 72， fig. 30A 
1952. Betula tortuosa ERDTMAN p. 72， fig. 30B 
1952. Betulaρubescens ERDTMAN p. 72， fig. 30C 
1954. Betula glandulosa ERDTMAN p. 73， fig. 71 
1954. Betula humilis ERDTMAN p. 73， fig. 62 
1954. Betula lenta ERDTMAN p. 74， figs. 72 and 73 
1954. Betula nana ERDTMAN p. 74， figs. 63， 64， and 65 
1954. Betula nigra ERDTMAN p. 74， fig. 66 
1954. Betula tortuosa ERDTMAN p. 74， figs. 67 and 68 
1954. Betula verrucosa ERDTMAN p. 74，五gs.69， and 70 
1956. Betulaρlatyρhylla IKusE p. 61 
1956， Betula davwrica IKusE p. 61 
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19560 Betula αlKUSE po 61 
19560 Betula grossa IKusE po 6] 
1958， Betula spo OZAKI丘ndFUJI po 574， PL I， figo 27 
Size range meαsured 24 f1 in polar viewラ 24P in equatorial view 
Description 01 specimens According to ERDTMAN (1954)， ，代Grainssuboblate to spheroidal， 
1巴S8flat己nedthan il1 the grains of AlI1US; il1 poIar vi己w，more or less angular owing to the 
aspidate pores; equatorial diameter about 16-30 the shown il1 PL VI，五go18 
is polar view， 24 p il1 diameter; th巴 specimel1ShOWI1 in PL VI，五g， 19 is equatorial view， 
24 f1 il1 diameter il1 equatorial viewo 
Rem併合s These specimens belong to 3-poroidate 5Ab-c type described in IKUSE'S Letter 
Nominatiollo 
Occurrences in the 1うresentmaterial (Tables 3 and 4) Th邑 typeis found common in 
the most of the samplεS of this areao 
Localities 1， 3， 4， 6， 7， 9フ 10，14， 15， 22a-b， 25b， 26， 33， 43， 44フ 45a-ocヲ 50，52， 
54， 55， 56， 57ヲ 67a，68， 69' 73， 76， 77， 78， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 96aフ 101， 111， 1130 
Cαrpinus sp， 
PL IV‘五gso18 and 19; PL VI，五go6 
19540 americanαvaL troPicalis ERDTMAN po 76 
19540 Cartinus betulus ERDTMAN po 76， figso 76-78 
19540 carolinianαERDTMAN po 76，五go79 
19540 duinensis ErmTMAN' po 76， figo 80 
19560 Tschonoskii h:USE po 61 
19560 laxザ'oralKUSE po 61 
19560 cordalαIKUSE po 61 
19560 Cαrp的us αIKUSE po 61 
1958， spo TOKUNAGA PL VI，五go26 
19580 Carpinus spo OZAKI and FUJI po 574， PL I， figso 34 and 35 
Size rang官01measured specimens 24-26 f1 in polar view 
Description sβecimens Poll己11grains same morphorogical type as those of Betulaヲ
Carpinus grains mor巴 roundedo In some species， according to ERDTMAN (1954)， arci are 
fairly well develop吋 9 巴ogo in Carpinus americω1a vaL trojうicalisand Caゆ抑制 UUUl'~n~it"， and 
in other species， type are sometimes hardly discernibleo According to ERDTMAN'S discription， 
"The grains ar巴 psilate，provided with a faint reticulate texture and generally have three or 
four， rarely five or six， aspidate poreso The por巴 patternis somewhat similar to that in 
Betula， but the ektexine surrounding the apertures is not thickened and ris田 moredistinctly 
from the general surface of the grail10 The pores are circular， eventually broadly elliptical 
and， according to WODEHOUSE， usually operculate'¥The specimen shown in PL IV， fig園 18
is polar view， 25 f1 in polar view， mediae grain， three-pore grail1，五n日間ticulumunknown; 
the poll巴ngrain shown in the PL IV， figo 19 is polar view of three-pored grail1， 26 f1 in 
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polar view of mediae grain; the specimen shown in Pl. VI， fig. 6 is polar view of three-pored 
grain， fine reticulume unknown. 
Remar先s These specimens are 3-poroidate 5Ab type in the Letter Nomination described 
by IKusE in 1956. 1n the grain shape and grain size， these specimens belong to Family 
Betulaceae， the difference between some genera in this family is di伍cultto find， especially 
between Cαrρinus and Betula. As ERDTMAN'S clescription， CarJりinusgrain is rnore rounded 
than in Befula grain. The present writer thinks that these species belong to genus Carpinus. 
Occurrences in the Jりresentmaterial (Tables 3 and 4) These specimens are found 
common in the samples from these districts目
Locαlities 1， 2， 3， 4， 7， 10， 12， 16， 22b， 25b， 43， 45a， 45c， 46a， 51ヲ 53司 54ヲ57，68， 77， 78ラ
80， 81， 83， 84、88，97a， 102b， 103， 104， 108， 111， 113. 
Juglαns sp. 
Pl. 1V， figs. 10， 11 ancl 12 
1952. ]uglans ERDTMAN p. 215 
1954. ]uglans australis ERDTMAN p. 106，五g.228 
1954. ]uglans nigra ERDTMAN p. 106， fig. 229 
1954. ]uglans regia ERDTMAN p. 106 
1956. ]uglans ailanthifolia lKUSE p. 61， Pl. 9， fig. 10; Pl. 46，五gs.40 and 41 
1958. ]uglω1S sp. TOKUNAGA Pl. VII，五gs.7 and 8 
1958. ]uglans sp. OZAKI and FUJI p. 574， Pl. 1，fig. 17; P1. I， fig. 32 
Size range of measured specimens 37μin polar view 
Description of sρecimens Grains aspidate， oblate田spheroiclal，37μin diameter¥eight 
pores situated in the eight angles， octagonal shape; the specimen shown in Pl. IV，五g.10 
is polar view， 37 p in polar view， octagonal shape; the pollen grain shown in Pl. 1V， fig. 
11 is polar view， 37μin polar view; the poll巴ngrain shown in Pl. 1V， fig. 12 is polar viewラ
34ρin polar vi巴w. eight pores situated in the each angle of octagonal shape. 
Remαrhs These specimens belong to 4A" type in the Letter Nomination described by 
1KusE in 1956. 1n the present plant from Japan， this type is includecl in ]uglans and 
Pterocarya of Family Juglanclaceae， accorcling to IKusE. Although Pterocarya has six or 
seven foraminorate. From the viewpoint of size， the cli妊erence，that is to say， according to 
1KusE (1956)， Pterocaηα rhoifolia is 29-32 x 35-38μ，刊の20caryastenoptena is 26-29.5x31 
-35μ， and ]uglans ailanthifolia is 30-31 X 34-37μ. 
These specimens belong to ]uglans. 
Occurrences in the ρresent material (Tables 3 ancl 4) This type is found abundant in 
the most of the samples of this area. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 7ラ 9，10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 16ヲ 17，18， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22a-d， 23b-d， 
24a-cl， 25a-c， 26ヲ 27，28， 30a-c， 31日-b，32， 33， 34a-b， 35ヲ 36，37， 38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44， 
45c， 46a-b， 47， 49a-b， 50， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 67a-b， 68， 
69， 70， 71， 72， 73， 74， 75， 76， 77， 78フ 79，80， 81， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 93， 97a-b， 102a-b， 105， 
108， 113. 
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Sαlix sp. 
PL 五gso14 and 15 
1952. Salix ERDTMAN p. 391，五g.227 C 
1954. Satix caprea ERDTMAN p. 121司 figo340 
1954. Satix cinerea ERDTlIiIAN po 121， fig. 341 
1954. Salix ERDTMAN p. 121， fig. 342 
1954. Salix polaris ERDTMAN p. 121， figs. 343 and 345 
1954. Salix tyiandra ERDTMAN p. 121， fig. 348 
1956. Sa!ix αIKUSE p. 60. Pls. 5 and 60 
1956. Salix IKUSE p. 600 Pls. 5 and 60 
1956. Salix IKusE p. 60， Pls. 5 and 60 
1956. Sαlix Shiraii IKusE p. 60， Pls. 5 and 60 
1956. Salix IrwsE p. 60， Pls. 5 and 60 
19580 Saliτsp. OZA衣1and FUJI p. 574ラ PLI1.五gs.29， 30 and 31 
Size range measured 16.5-18 P in diamεter 
01 Grains usually prolat民 frequ巴ntlysubprolate， tricolpate; the 
specimen shown in Pl. fig. 14 is polar 16.5 /1， minutae grain， without germ pores， 
exine reticulate unknown; the specII虫色nshown in Pl.γfig. 15 is equatorial view， 18 f1 in 
polar axis lengthヲ minuta官邸 taperingfurrows wi thout germ pores，日xinereticulate 
unknown， furrows gradually disappearing towards the neighbourhood of two poles. 
Remarks Genus Salix based in pollen grail1 ch且r旦cteristics，such as size， shape， and 
aculpuring， isstil mal1y problems. The presel1t writε1・， however， is d日termin旦bleto be 
Salix type from the following points. Firstlyヲ In according to ERDTMAN (1956)， Salix 
is subprolate or prolate， 20-30 fJ， and small grain 18 20-30 P il1 polar axis， and according 
to FERRARI (1927)， 16.4 to 25.7μ. Secondaly， 1n shap久 Salixi8 almost tricolpate， somεtimes 
2-colporoidat巴.This shape， according to lKUSE (1956)， belol1gs to 6Bb type. 
The most genera of the prεsεI1t pollen grains belong to this type， and according to ERDTMAN， 
sculpture is only reticulation， which dis旦ppeartowards the mぽ ginsof the furrows， inpresent 
pollen grain. As reticulation， however， islack in fossil pollen grain， sculpture is 110 an object 
of determination. Three furrows are taper from equator to pole in equatorial view， and they 
hollow remarkable atεquator in polar view. In th巴 othergenera of this type except Salix， 
the hollow is not r巴markable. The pollen grain as above mentioned i8 repressented by Salix. 
Occurrences in the present material (Tables 3 and 4) This type i8 found commOI1 in 
th巴Sεdistricts.
Localities 1， 2， 3ラ 4，6， 7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 16， 17， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22a-c， 23a-d， 24a-d， 
25a-c， 26， 29， 30a-c， 31a-b， 32， 34a-b， 35ラ 36ヲ 37，38， 39， 40， 41， 42， 43， 44ラ 45a，46a-b， 47， 
48， 49a， 50， 51フ 52ヲ 53，54， 55， 56， 58ラ 59，60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66， 67a-b， 68， 69， 70， 71， 72， 
73， 74， 75， 76ラ 77，78， 79， 80， 82， 83， 84， 85， 96a-b， 97a-.b， 101， 103， 104ラ105フ108，111， 113. 
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Gαgeαsp. 
PL VI， fig司 21
1956. Gagea lutea IKusE p. 51 
1956. Gagea jゅonicaIKusE p. 51 
Size range 01 measured stecimens 53μin lateral view. 
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Description 01ゆecimens Poll巴ngrain sulcat巴 type，according to IKusE (1956)司 Gagea
lutea 46-49.5 x 55-58.5 p， and Gagea japonica 35-42 X 46-52 p; thi s specimen shown in Pl. 
VI，五g.21， lateral view， 53μmagnae grain， pattern on the grain surface inc1istinct 
Remar!?s This specimen is l-sulcate 2A乱 typeof the Letter NOl1lination of IKusE (1956). 
Occurrences 初 theβrese幻tmaterial (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
the sal1lples frOl1l these districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 5， 9， 10， 14， 15， 16， 22b， 43、44，45乱、 45c，53， 54今 55，56， 57， 62ラ 68，75， 
76， 78， 81， 83フ 93，96b， 97a， 102bフ 108，113. 
Cαrex sp. 
Pl. IV，五g.5 
1954. Carex digitata ERDTMAN p. 56，五g.6 
1956. Carex Kobomugi IKusE p. 43 
1956. Carex Reinii IKusE p. 43 
1956. Carexρodogyna lKUSE p. 43 
1956. Carex Middendo柑'iiIrwsE p. 43 
1956. Carex curvicollis lKUSE p. 43 
1956. Carex oshimensis IKusE p. 43 
1956. Carex jatonica IKusE p. 43 
1956. Carex Doniana IrWSE' p. 43 
1958. Carex sp. TOKUNAGA PL VII， fig. 27 
1958. Carex sp. OZAKI and FUJI p. 574， Pl.I， fig. 18 
Size range 01 meαsured specimens 30μin lateral view. 
Description 01 ~ρecimens Grains tetrahedral， 11l0re or less rounded typeラ poresfore (three 
lateral and one basal)， 41-32μ(aft巴rV ASTERRAS 1938); the specil1len shown in Pl. IV，五g.
5 is lateral view， 30μin lateral view， mediae grain， lateral three pores c1efined and basal 
one pore pooaly defined， aperture l1lembrane and granula unknown. 
Remar!?s This type belongs to 3Ab type by IKusE. The Fal1lily belonging to this 3Ab 
type， isonly cyperacea巴， From the view point of the grain shape anc1 grain size， this specimen 
may perhaps belong to Carex. 
Occurrences in the ρresent material (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
the samples frOl1l these distrIcts 
Localities 7， 9， 10， 14， 25b， 43フ45a，45c， 48， 49b， 51， 52， 56， 57， 68， 71， 76， 77， 79， 84， 
88， 96a， 108， 111， 113. 
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Gramineae type 
PL IV， figs. 8 and 9 
1952圃 GramineaeERDTMAN p. 193， fig. 114 
1954. Gramineae ERDTMAN p. 56， Pl.1， figs. 12-17 
1956. Gramineae lKUSE 固 pp.39-43 
1958. Cf. Gramineae OZA即 andFUJI p. 574， PL I， fig. 16 
Size range 01 measured 30-38μin diameter 
Description specimens Grains spheroidal or mor巴 orless ovoidal; th巴specimenshown 
in Pl. IV，五g.8 is lateral view， 38ρmediae grain， reticulum unknownヲ porediameter about 
3 f1; the specimen shown in Pl. IVラ fig.9 is lateral 30 f1 mediae grain， pore diameter 
4 /1， reticulum u叫cnown.
Remarks According to the present writer's specimen， the size rang己 ofth巴 measured
specimen i8 30-38 /1. IKu8E reported the grain size of Family Gramine配 inher papers. 
According to the size and form of pollen grain (IKUSE 1956)， many genεra as her description 
are found from the present Gramineae. Although the present Gramineae is occupied by五ne
reticulum on the pol1en grain surface， Gramin巴aeis not divided genera by五nereticulum. 
The whiter describes as Family Graminεae. 
Occurrences in the present material (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
the most of the samples from these districts園
Locαlities 1， 2， 3ラ 4，6， 7， 9， 10ヲ 13，14， 15， 17ヲ 18ラ 22c，22d， 23a-b， 23d， 24aラ 25a-c，
27， 28， 30b-c， 31b， 32， 33， 35， 36， 38， 41， 43， 44， 45a-c， 46a-"b， 48， 49a-b， 50， 51， 
52， 53， 54， 56， 57， 58， 60， 62ヲ 65，66， 67b， 68， 69ヲ 73，75， 76， 77， 80ラ 81，83， 84ヲ 85，88， 93， 
97b， 101ラ 105， 113， 
LenticularpoUenite呂 type
PL VI， fig. 25 
Size range measured sjうecimens 37 f1 in lat巴ralview 
Descrittion specimens This specimen shown in PL VIフ五g.25 is long lens shapedヲ
37 f1 in lateral view， germ pore unknown. 
Occurrences in the present material (Tables 3 and 4) This type 18 found very rare in 
the samples from thes巴 districts.
Localities 2， 4， 6， 9， 14， 22d， 23a， 25b， 34a， 35， 44， 46a-b， 48， 51， 52， 53， 54， 68， 81， 85ラ
97bタ 113，
Selαyinellα呂p.
PL VI， fig. 22 
1954. Selaginella selaginoides ERDTMAN p. 150，五gs.487 and 488 
1956， Selagi幻ellatirmula ERDTMAN p. 90，五g.171 
1956. Selaginella rutesiris ERDTMAN p. 91，五g.172 
1956. Selaginella ゆusERDTMAN p. 91， fig. 174 
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1956. Selaginella atrovirides ERDTMAN p. 92， 1g. 175 
1956. Selaginellα biforrnis ERDTMAN p. 92， fig. 176 
1956. Selaginella eggersii ERDTMAN p. 92， fig. 177 
1956. Selaginella fiagellata ERDTMAN p. 93， fig. 178 
1956. Selaginella kraussiana ERDTMAN p. 93， fig. 179 
1956. Selaginella radiata ERDTMAN p. 93， i1g. 180 
1956. Selaginella selaginoides ERDTMAN p. 94， fig. 181 
1965. Selαginella uncinatαERDTMAN p. 94， fig. 182 
Size range rneasured !¥ρeczrn仰 s 62 f1 in diameter of tetrad 
Description 01 s1うecirnens Tetrah巴doral tetrad， microapore trilete， rounded shape， 
sometimes slightly bent spines， their 11umber 25-32， according to REEVE (1935)， grainsurface 
smooth; the specil1len ShOW11 in Pl. VI， fig. 22 is 巴trad，62 f1 in tetrad size， grain spines 
distinct. 
Occurrences in theρresent rnalerial This type is found V巴ryrare in the samples from 
these districts. 
Localities 1， 2， 4， 7， 9， 14， 22c， 22d， 23d， 24c， 31b， 34b， 41， 42， 44， 45a， 46a， 49a-b， 53， 
54， 57， 58， 61， 66， 67a， 68， 78， 81， 102a， 105， 111， 113. 
Deltoidsporites type 
Pl. VI， fig. 26 
Size range of rneasured specirnens 27μin polar view 
Description 01 specimens This specim巴1 shown in Pl. VI， fig. 26 equilateral triangle 
with more or less straight sides and sharp乱pices，27μin polar view， mediae grain， colpoid 
unknown. 
Occurrences in theρresent rnaterial (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
the samples. 
Localities 1， 2， 16， 19， 22c， 22d， 23a， 24c， 31bフ 41，43， 44， 45c， 46b， 49a-b， 51， 53， 54， 56， 
61， 67a， 68， 69， 71， 77， 78， 80， 82， 83， 85， 102b， 103， 105， 108. 
Reniformsporites type 
Pl. II， figs. 19， 20， 21， 22 and 23 
Size range 01 rneasured specirnens 
Reniformsporites u. 38 f1 in lateral view 
Reniforl1lspori tes s: 42-54μin lateral view 
Reniformspori tes r 42μin lateral view 
Descriptio悦 01sρecirnens These specIl1lens shown in Pl. II， figs. 19， 20. 21， 22 and 23 
are lateral view， kidney or bean sh叩e，these specil1lens are divided into thr巴egroups in grain 
shap巴， that is to say α， s and r. Reniformsporites u. 38 f1 in lateral view， Reniforl1lsporites 
s 42-54μ， and Reniforl1lsporites r 42μ. 
Remαrks Although these specil1lens ar巴 similarto Asplenium seρtentriω似た，AtAげrzU1n
!ilix-jセrmina，Anarthropte的dictyoρteris，Cyst~ρterisfragilis， Mφhrolψiscordifolia， PlatyceriUJn 
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mαdagascariense， Danaea ellipticαand Histiotterゐ incisa，in thern the patterns on~ grain 
indistinct or lack or unknown. Th巴 separationof these specirnens is difficult. 
Occurrenses in the ρ阿sentmaterial (Tables 3 and 4) This type is cornrnon. 
Localities 1， 2， 3， 4， 6， 7， 9， 10， 12， 13， 14， 15， 16， 17， 18， 19， 20a-b， 21， 22a， 22c， 22d， 
23a， 23b， 23c， 23d， 24a-d， 25a-c， 26. 27， 28， 29， 30a-b， 31a-b， 32， 33， 34b， 35， 36， 38， 39， 40， 
41， 42， 43， 44， 45a-c， 46a-b， 47， 48， 49a-b， 50， 51， 52， 53， 54， 55， 56， 57， 58， 59，60， 61， 62， 
63， 64， 65， 66， 67a-b， 68， 69， 70， 72， 73， 74， 75， 76， 77， 78， 79， 80， 81， 82， 83， 84， 85， 88， 93， 
96a-b， 97a-b， 101， 102a-b， 103， 104， 105， 108， 111， 113. 
Subtriangularspodtes type 
Pl. I，五g.10 
Size range measured s1うecimens 27 P. in polar view 
Descripti，仰 ofs，ρecimens The specirnen shown in Pl. I，五g‘ 10is equilateral triangle 
with rnore or less straight or convex sides and rounded apices， 27ρin diarneter in polar 
view， rnediae grain， colpoid 8-10 p. length. 
Occurrences in the ρresent material (Tables 3 and 4) This type is found very rare in 
the sarnples frorn these districts. 
Localities 1， 22c， 22d， 23a， 32， 49b， 56， 68， 77， 78， 85， 105. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1 
Fig. 1 ・ Pinussp. equatorial viewヲ shortlength 47μ， long length 53μlocality 110. 4. 
Fig. 2 Pinus sp. oblique equatorial view， short length 45凡 longlength 60μ!ocality 110. 20. 
Fig. 3 Pi抑制ssp. oblique叫 uatoria!view， shmt length 43μ， long lel1gth 59μlocality no. 17 
Fig.4 Pi開ussp. e司uatorialview， 5hort length 37 1"， long length 43 f1; locality 110. 85. 
Fig.5 P同時ssp. equatorial view， short length 45人 !onglength 53μlocality no. 21 
Fig. 6 Pinus sp. oblique equatorial view， short length 37μ!ocality no. 80. 
Fig.7 図 Pi抑制 sp. obliqe p口larview， breadth 43 /"， long length 61 IA; locality no. 31， lower p巴at.
Fig. 8 Pinus sp. obliq巴 equatorialview， short length 47 IA， long length 63μlocality no. 43. 
Fig. 9 Pinus sp. polar view， breadth 37μヲ longlength 43 1"; locali ty no. 20， upper p巴at.
Fig. 10 Pinus sp. oblique equator匂1view， short length 41μ， long length 52μlocality 110. 76. 
Fig. 11 Pi抑制ssp. eql1atorial view， short length 49μ， long length 63μlocality no. 113. 
Fig. 12 Pinus sp. obli司l1epol且rVl巴w，breadth 46μヲ locality no. 113. 
Fig. 13 Pi珂ussp. polar view， breadth 45 fl， long lel1gth 48μ; locality no. 101. 
Fig. 14 Pinus sp. oblique polar viewラ br巴adth50 1"， long length 61μlocality no. 12. 
Fig. 15: Pinus sp. polθlr Vl邑w，breadth 39μ， long length 43μlocali ty no. 9. 
Fig. 16 Pi月ussp. polar viewラ breadth49μ， long length 53μlocality no. 9. 
Fig. 17 Pinus sp. polar view， breadth 51μ， long length 53μ; locality no. 93. 
Fig. 18 Pinus sp. obliql1己 polarview， breadth 44凡 longlength 47μlocality no. 97. 
Fig. 19 Pi抑制S戸euce(recent)， upper五g.polar view会 andlower五g.e司l1atorialview; breadth 63 1"， 
short 1巴ngth63μ， long length 70μ(CERN]AVSKI 1935) 
Fig. 20 Pinus canariensis (recent)， upper五g.polar view and lower五g.equatorial view， breadth 
76μ， short length 31 /1， long length 78μ. 
Fig. 21 Pinus pi符ea(recent)， upper五g.polar view and lower五g.色quatorialview; breadth 36μ， 
short 1巴ngth36μ， long length 51μ(DEEVEY). 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE n 
Abies sp. equatorial view， short length 犯人 longlength 110μ， bladder 75μlocality no・
74. 
Abies sp圃 equatorialview， short length 82μ， long length 92μlocality no. 74. 
Abies五rma(r己cent)，equatorial view， short length 108μ， long length 117μ. 
Crypto例 eriasp. equatorial view， 28μin diameter. locality no. 42. 
CrY1うtomeriasp. equatorial view， 29μ， locality no・97，upper peat. 
CrYlうtomeriasp. e司uatorialview， 32μ， locality no. 1. 
Cryptomeria sp. equatoeial view， 28μ， locality no. L 
Cryptomeria sp. equatorial vi巴w，28μ，locality no. 28. 
CrvPto例 eriaja政onica(recent)， equatorial view， 30-33 x 34-39μ (IKUSE 1956). 
Subtriangularsporites， polar view， 27μin diameter， locality no. 77. 
Asρlenium seJうtentrionale(recent)， lateral view， x 500 (ERDTMAN 1957). 
Athγri却問 fili-fermi間協 (recent)，lateral view， x 500 (ERDTMAN 1957). 
A開arthropterisdictyojうteris(recent)， lateral view， x 500 (ERD官MAN1957). 
Cystopteris fragilis (recent)， lateral view， x 500 (ERDTlV!AN 1957). 
Neβhrolepis cord~子ÍJlia (recent)ラ lateralview， longitudinal view (optica! cross，section and 
surface)， x 500 (ERDTMAN 1957). 
Platyαrium madagascariense (recent)， lat巴ralview (ERDTMAN 1957). 
Danaea eliPtiω(recent)， lateral， longitudinal view (optical cross，sεction and surface)， x 
500 (ERDTMAN 1957). 
HistioJ台terisincisa (rec印 t)， lateral， longitudinal view， x 500 (ERDTlV!AN 1957). 
Reniformspori tesαsp. lateral view， 38μ， locality no. 82. 
Reniformsporites s sp. lateral view， 42μ， locality no. 96， lower peat. 
Reniformsporites fJ sp. lateral view， 45μ， locality no. 96， lower peat. 
Reniformsporites s sp. lat巴ralview， 54 p.， locality no. 96， lower peat. 
Renif ormspori tesγsp. lateral view， 42μ， locali ty no. 93 
Persicaria sp. polar view， 37.5μ， locality no. 22， low百rmostpeat. 
Persicaria sp. polar view， 30.5μ， locality no. 18 
Persicaria sp. polar view， 27μ， locali ty no. 82. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE m: 
Podocarjうussp. equatorial view， short le11gth 35 1'， l011g length 42μlocality no. 113. 
Podocar戸14s問。:gi(recent)， equatorial view， short le11gth 31-32.5ん l011gle11gth 31-32.5μ 
(IKUSE 1956) 
Zelkowa sp. polar view， 33μ， locality no. 59. 
Zelkowa sp. polar view， 34μ， locality 10. 69. 
Zelkowa serrata (rece11t)， polar view， 38μ 
Compositae， polar view， 33.5μ， locality 10. 93. 
Compositae， polar view， 41.5μ， locality no. 28. 
Compositae， polar view， 34μヲ localityno. 12. 
Sve珂te珂iabupleoroides (recent)， about 26 x 27μ(ERDTMAN 1952). 
Ilex sp. polar view， 24.5μ， locality no. 82. 
llex sp. polar view， 23.5μ， locality no. 30， middle peat. 
llex i珂tegra(rεce11t)， polar view， 25.5-30 x 30-32.5μ (IKUSE 1956). 
Tilia sp・polarview， 24μ， locality no. 77. 
Tilia sp. polar view， 31.5 1"， locality nO. 15. 
Tilia cordata (recent)， equatorial view， 32μ(ERDTMAN 1954). 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 
Fig. 1 Alnus sp. polar view， 23 1"， locality no. 24， third peat. 
Fig. 2 Alnus sp. polar view， 20.5μ， locality nu. 20， upper peat. 
Fig. 3 Alnus sp. polar view， 25.5μ， locali ty no. 85. 
Fig. 4 Alnus J~ゆonica (recent)， polar view， 22-23 x25-28.5μ (IKUSE 1956). 
Fig. 5 Carex sp. lateral view， 30人 localityno. 88. 
Fig. 6 Carex oshim巴nsis(recent)， polar view， 29-32μ(IKUSE 1956). 
Fig. 7 Carex oshimensis (recent)， equatorial vi色w.40-45μ(IKUSE 1956). 
Fig.8 Gr百mineae，equatorial view， 38μ， locality no. 101. 
Fig. 9 Gramine且e，equatorial view， 30人 localityno. 101. 
Fig. 10 Juglans sp. polar view， 37μ， locality no. 34， lower peat 
Fig. 11 Juglans sp. polar view， 37 fl， locality no. 20. 
Fig. 12 Jugla同ssp. polar view， 34μ， locali ty no. 71. 
Fig. 13 Juglans四igra，polar view， 40μ(ERDTMAN 1954)， 34.2 to 30.8μin diameter (W ODEHOUSE 
1933). 
Fig. 14 MyrioPhyllul刊 sp.polar view， 25.5μ， locali ty no. 69. 
Fig. 15 Myrio戸hyllu捌 sp.polar viεw，27μ， locality no. 69. 
Fig. 16 MyrioPhyllum sp. polar view， 25 Il， locality no. 17. 
Fig. 17 MyrioPhyllu例 spicatum (recent)， left五耳 equatorialview， right五g. polar view; 24 x 
28μ(ERDTMAN 1952)， 23-25.5 x 24-27μ(IKUSE 1956). 
Fig. 18 Carpi河ussp. polar view， 25μ， locality no. 3. 
Fig. 19 Carpinus sp. polar view， 25μ， locality no. 108. 
Fig. 20 Carpinus caroliniana (recent)， polar view， 27 .a (ERDTMAN 1954)， 22←30μ(POTONIE 
1934)， 21-31μ(WODEHOUSE 1933). 
Fig. 21 Carpinus betulus (rec巴nt)，polar viewヲ 37μ(ERDTMAN1954). 
Fig. 22 Cartinus duinensis (recent)， polar view， 21-28μ(ERDTMAN 1954). 
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Fig② 19 : 
N. FUJI 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE V 
Rhododendro月 sp.tetracl size 63μ， single grain size 21μ， locality no. 101. 
Rhododendron aureum (recent)， tetracl size 55-56μ， single grain size 28-34μ 
Ledu1時 ρalustreLINNE var. minus， singl巴 grainsiz巴 30μ(YAMASAKI 1933)回
Led即時 palustreLINlぜEvar. nipφonicum， tetracl， single grain size 37-43μ(YAMASAKI 1933). 
Oenothera sp. polar view， 84μ， loC'ality no. 97ヲ lowerpeat. 
Oenothera sp. polar view， 84μ， locality no. 97， lower peaL 
Oenothera Lamarchia問。 (recent)，polar view， 88-90x1l5-132μ(IKUSE 1956). 
Quercus sp. oblique equatorial view， 32凡 localityno. 102， upper peat. 
Quercus sp. oblique equatorial view， 28μ， locali ty no. 85. 
Quercus sp. oblique polar view， 24μ， locality no. 17. 
Quercus sp. polar view， 37.5民 localityno. 81. 
Quercus sessiliflora (recent)， polar view， 39μ(ERDTMAN 1954). 
Quercus sessiliflora (recent)， equatorial view， 29-39μ(ERDTMAN 1954)固
Salix sp. polar view， 16.5μ， locality no. 32. 
Salix sp. equatorial view， 18μ， locality no. 108. 
Salixβolaris (recent)， polar view， 19μ， (ERDTMAN 1954) 
Salix企olaris(recent)， equatorial view、19-31μラ (ERDTMAN1954)。
Larix sp. lateral view， 65μ， locality no. 113. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 
Fig. 1 JuniPerus sp. polar view， 31.5 pラ localityno. 33. 
Fig. 2 : Juni戸erus悶anaラ polarview， 23-30μ(YAMASAKI 1933)回
Fig.3 Me持yanthessp. polar view， 34μ， locali ty no. 84. 
Fig. 4 l'v'Jenyanthes sp. equatorial view， 38μ， locality no. 25， middle peat 
Fig. 5 Menyantes sp. obliqu巴 equatorialview， 36μ， locality no. 25， middle peat 
Fig.6 Caゆinussp. polar view， 24μ， locality no. 81. 
Fig.7 CarPi日usja戸onica(recent)， polar view， 22.5-23.5x24-27μ (IKUSE 1956). 
Fig. 8 Menyantes trifoliata (recent)， polar view， 30-32.5 x 37…39μin long stamen， 30-32 x 33-35 
μin short stamen (IKusE 1956). 
Fig.9 Menya悶testrifoliata (recent)， equatorial view， 48-52μ. 
Fig. 10 Tsuga sp. polar viewヲ 82μ，locali ty no. 93。
Fig. 11 Carpinus japo托ica(recent)ラ polarviewラ x2，000
Fig. 12 Fagus sp. oblique equatorial view， 31μヲ localityno. 30， uppermost peat. 
Fig. 13 Fagus sp. polar view， 33μ， locality no. 30， upper peat. 
Fig. 14 NUj台harsp. lateral view， 47μ， locality no. 15 
Fig. 15 Fagus silvatica (recent)， equatorial viewヲ 42μ(ERDTMAN1954). 
Fig. 16 Fagus silvatica (recent)ラ polarview， 41μ(ERDTMAN 1954). 
Fig. 17 Percicaria sp. lat巴ralview， 31μ， locali ty no. 18. 
Fig. 18 Betula sp. polar view， 24μ， locality no. 22ラ lowermostpeat. 
Fig. 19 Betula sp. equatorial view， 24μ， locality no. 22， lowermost peat 
Fig.20 Bide日ssp. polar view， 24μ， locality no. 21. 
Fig. 21 Gagea sp. lateral view， 53μ， locality no. 83. 
Fig. 22 Selagi持ellasp. tetrahedral tetrad， tetrad size 62μ， locality no. 102， lower peat. 
Fig. 23 Rubus sp. polar view， 24.5 /1， locality no. 1 
Fig. 24 Rubus sp. polar vi巴w，25μ，locality no. 31， upper peat. 
Fig. 25 Lenticularpoll巴nites，lateral view， 37μ， locali ty no. 113 
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EXP'LANATION OF PLATE vn 
Fig. 1 The erect stumps in the Late Yayoi Age， locality no. 12， Hamasogo， Kanazawa City. 
a: Post-"Late Yayoi" New Sand Dune 
b: the Lat巴 Yayoianpeat lamina with Lat邑 Yayoianpotteries 
c， d， e， erect stumps 
c Ci抑制湘O例 M問 japonicumSIEB. 
d Veburnu附 sp.indet 
巴 Zerkowaserrata MAKINO 
f Al抑制 japonicaSIEB. et Zucc. 
g: be岨chsand 
Fig. 2 The Late Yayoian peat lamina with the Late Yayoian potteries， locality no. 28， Sogoshin， 
Matto， Ishikawa Pref巴cture.
a Post-伏LateYayoi" New Sand Dun巴
b the Late Yayoian peat lamina (58 cm in thiclmess) 
Fig. 3 The Late Yayoian peat lamina develops along the strand line of the Jap品nSea， locality no. 
14， Utsugi， Kanazawa City. 
a New Sand Dun邑
b beach sand 
c peat lamina (25 cm in thickness) 
d: the clay of the Tetori Fan D巴posit (45 cm in thickness) 
e Japan S日a
Fig. 4 The Late Yayoian peat lmina， the clay and the gravel of the Tetori Fan Deposit， locality 
no. 29， se丘 clif along Japan Sea at Sogoshin， M旦tto，Ishikawa Prefeotur邑
a New Sand Dun巴
b the Late Yayoian peat lamina (35 cm in thickness) 
c the clay lamina of the Tetori F an Deposi t (45 cm in cthiclmess) 
d the gravel lamina of the Tetori Fan Deposit (80ιm in thickness) 
巴 J旦panSe且
Fig. 5 Alluvial deposits at the sea c1if (locality no. 97) along th巴 Jap旦n Seaヲ Hashidat民 Kaga
City， Ishikawa Prefectur巴.
a 出巴 sandof New Sand Dune 
b laminate coarse sand (5 cm in thickness) 
c 出inpeat lamin且 (30-35cm in thickness) 
d sand lamina (3.5 cm in thickness) 
εthin peat lamina (30 cm in thickness) 
light yellowish blue sand (6 m in thickness) 
g coarse sandy gravel (1.4 m in thickness) 
h: bas且1gravel 
k Kurosaki sandstol1e formation 
hamm邑r(35 cm in lel1gth) 
Fig. 6 Alluvial cleposi ts at the sea c1i妊(loca!ity110. 97) along the Japan Se且， about 30 m 
southwestward from the outcrop described in且g.5， Hashidate， Kaga City， Ishikawa 
Prefecture. 
a thin shell becl (3 cm in thidmess) 
b thin shell bed (5 cm in thiclmess) 
c dark bluish green sancl lamina (37ιm in thiclmess) 
d basal gravel 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII 
Fig. 1 The stomata of Quercus glauca TI王UNB.，
Locality no. 101， Alluvial peat (35 cm in thiclmess)， sea cli妊 ofnorthern slope at HiIl 
Kento， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， Sak乱i-gun，Fukui Prefecture. )( 600 
Fig. 2 The stomata of Quercus glauca THUNB.， 
Locality no. 101， Alluvial peat (35 cm in thickness)， sea cli妊 ofnorthern slope at HiIl 
Kento， Hamasaka， Kitagata Villageヲ Sakai-gun，Fukui Prefecture. 
a stomata， b guard cell， c dermal cell. x 1.200 
Fig. 3 Quercusglauι沼 THUNB.，
Locality no. 101， Alluvial pe旦t(35 cm in thickness)フ seacli妊 ofnorthern slope at Hill 
Kento， Hamasaka， Kitagata Village， Sakai-gun， Fukui Prefecture. x 1 
Figs. 4 & 5; A stone-knife of the乱1iddleJomon - the L乱teYayoi Age (about 4.500 to 2.000 
years before the present iD the Hokuriku Region) from the Old Sand Dune， 五日ld，旦bout
250 m southwestward from western margin of Hashidate， Kaga City， Ishikawa Prefecture. 
1.0 and 1.5 
Fig.6 Th巴 Lat巴 Yayoi且nbig high plate (れTakatsuki"in Japanese name)， 
Locality DO. 12， Alluvial pe抗 (35cm in thickness)， I-Iamay乱suhara，Kanazawa City， Ishikawa 
Prefecture. x 1/4 
Fig. 7 The Late Yayoian big high plate ("Takatsuki" in Japanese name)， 
Locality no. 80， Alluvial peaty clay (20 cm in thiclmess)， Ogawa， Matto Town， lshikawa-
gun， Isl山 awaPrefectt問 x1/4 
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